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MSU marks
International
Education
observance
By kmil Koos
MSU Public Rotations
Murray State University will
draw together all its international components to celebrate
international Education Week
with festivities Nov. 14-20.
Mandated by the Clinton
administration
in
2000,
international F.ducation Week
invites different cultures to participate in academic activities
and celebrate their heritage
through cultural presentations,
bazaars. keynote speeches and
special activities.
l'wo athletic events kick off
the festivities on Saturday, Nov.
14. At 8 a.m., the institute will
host a 5k run/walk or 10k run
starting at the Murray State
gates at the corner of 15th Street
and Olive Boulevard. There will
also be a one-nWe fun run for
children of all ages. That afternoon, the
Murray
State
International Ambassadors wiii
sponsor the first Miuray State
Olympics for international students. The opening ceremony
begins at 2 p.m. and includes
soccer, badminton iuid volleyball gat-nes as well as a spectator
trivia competition.
Throughout the week, the Ten
Thousand Villages sale will
offer home and gift iterris made
by world artisans, while the
International BeZitif on Nov. 18

11 See Page 2A
WEATHER

AG office:
Loci EDC
records
not public
Lexington lawyer's
recent request
meets with denial

KYSER LOUGH/Leoger & rernes

Veterans Day 2009
American flags fly this morning in the Murray City Cemetery over graves of those who served in the military. In the background, a flagpole marks the veteran's merhortai within the cemetery, Today is recognized at Veterans Day to honor those
who have giver their service to America through service in the military.

Main Street Meniment chosen
one of state's top activities
Local event named
to list of best winter,
holiday festivals
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he Kentucky Tourism Council has
selected Main Street Merriment
featuring Dicken's Alley as one of
Kentucky's 2009 Winter/Holiday Top 10
Festivals & Events.
"We're very excited about die award and
hope to make this year's event even bigger
and better" said De,ana Wright, Murray
Main Street manager. "It's a communitydriven event and has many of the organizations in the community involved."
Held on the first Friday of December for
the past seven years. hlain Street
Merriment is a conirriunity-onented etent
that has evolved into a poptilar celebration

T

Ban Forecast
By The Assocketssl Press
Wodrisselay. _Sunny Highs in
the lower 60s. Northeast winds
10 to 15 mph.
Weelnesday night...Clear.
Lows in the upper 30s.
sunny.
Thursday ..Mostly
Highs in the lower GOs.
night...Mostly
Thursday
clear. Lows in the mid 40s.
Friday...Mostly sunny Highs
in the upper 60s.
Friday night...Partly cloudy
Highs in the upper 60s.
cloudy,
Saturday...Partly
Highs in the upper 60s.

of the holidays. The
event includes various
children's offerings: such
as Dicken's Alley, which
is set in 01d-style
London.
Caroler's
dressed in period costume belt out Holiday
favorites. Main Street
Merriment also features
the lighting of the com- WNW*
munity Christmas tree
and the chance to visit Santa. lt also features musical entertainment from various
organizations and schools.
"We're lucky- to have the madrigal
singers from Mun-ay State and the
tuba/euphonium ensemble, as well as
groups from the local school systems,"
Wright said.
All activities are free to the public

Events begin at 5 p.rn. Friday evening,
December 4.
A panel of impartial judges selects the
Kentucky Tourism Council Top 10
Festivals & Events for each season.
C.riteria for selection include popularity of
the event, its impact 011 the local tourism
economy as well as cultural and historical
significance.
For more information, contact Deana
Wright at 270.759.9474 or murraymainstreet@murra.y-ky.net.
Kentucky Tourism Council is a 600
member statewide association representing all sectors of the state's tourism and
travel industry. The Council's mission is
to unite Kentucky's third largest industry
through governmental interaction, communication and education. For more information on KTC. www.tourky.com,
ktc@tourky.com, or 502.223.8687
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GLENDALE PRESENTATION: The Calloway County High School choir recenrty visited Glendale Place to sing for residents. Their main presentation included a medley of selections celebrating Walt Disney's musical legacy

Tue. • Fri.
Dinner to Go
Call for Details
Stra.fst
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IN HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Kentucky Attorney General
Jack Conway's office issued an
opinion last week siding with
the Murray-Calloway County
Economic
Development
Corporation on its Uenial of a
records request
from
a
Lexington
attorney.
On Aug. 1 I.
Matthew
Malone
requested
records
that
related directly
or indirectly to Conway
EDC President
mark Manning's June 10 arrest.
for a DUI charge he received
while in Frankfort on business.:
Manning pleaded guilty to the
charge and paid a fine. He also;
issued a statement in Augusr.
"
apologizing for his actions.
The EDC denied Malone's
request, reaaoning dust it was
not subject to Kentucky open'
records laws because it derived
less than 25 percent of its funding from government entities.
According to the opinion, EDC
Chairwoman Heidi Shultz sent

11 See Page 2A

KCC Airport
board rvains
oversight of
Hutson hangar
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
l'he
Niurniy-Calloway
County Airport hoard of directors will retain otersight authority over a Hutson Properties
Inc. hangar at Kyle-Oakley
Field as part of art apeement
between Hutson and Murraybased NtS I AN'iation LLC.
During a special-called meeting at Otis -Hemp" Erwin
Terminal conference room
TUesday morning, board member unanimouslly voted to
accept rights and responsibility
to maintain safety and security
oversight of the facility,
Under terms of agreement
between Hutson and MS1, MS I
would use the building for storage. but would also have power
to sub-let. However board
members would have authority
to regulate use and traffic concerning the facility to ensure
safety and secunty issues unite,authonty of Hutson's long-term
agreement with the board.

11 See Page 2A
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News in Brief
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Former Kentucky lawmaker Steve
Nunn was indicted on a capital murder charge Tuesday, nearly
two months after his arrest in the shooting death of his ex-fiancee.
Fayette Circuit Judge Kim Bunnell read the charges handed
down by Fayette County grand jury, which Included one count
of murder and one count of violating an emergency protecuve
order The order was obtained months before Amiinda Ross W AS
shot and killed Sept. I 1 outside her Lexington home
Nunn. the son of former Gov. Louie Nunn, did not attend. He
remained held without bond on the murder charge
His arraignment was set for Nov 19 Nunn pleaded not guilty to
the charges a week after his arrest.
His attorney, Warren Scoville, did not immediately return a message.
Commonwealth's Attorney Ray Larson met with the grand jury
Tuesday but declined to continent about the case. Larson hasn't
said if he will seek the death penalty.

Signage from Big sr inn selling on eflay
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — Some pieces of what's left of the
Executive Inn Rivermont in Owensboro are for sale on eBay
Denney Excavating is selling one of the Big "Es" that adomed
the hotel. They're also auctioning off the letters that spelled out
"Executive Inn" on the front awning.
The 8-foot-tall "E' and the other letters were posted on the site
Monday. Both the large "E" and the smaller letters have minimum
bids of $250.
Jeff Riffe with Denney bit:availing says the company's Danville office
has been flooded with requests for the letters and the large "E."
The hotel. opened in 1977, was demolished on Sunday. It closed
last year.

Southern ily. man ndssing, truck bunted
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — A young southern Kentucky man is
missing and authorities have found his truck burned near
Somerset.
Vv'KYT-TV reported 21 -year-old Jeffrey Price — who also goes
by the name of Kevin — was last seen as he left work at Eagle
Hardwood in Pulaski County on Monday aftemoon.
Price's truck was found on fire and deputies said it appeared
someone had tried to run it into a pond, but it became lodged in
same trees and was set afire.

McConnell to speak
at lundmon Thursday

Due to a reporter's error, 2/8
Marines units were misidentified
JILS 28th Marines in a new story
Tuesday. The unit is responsible
for construction and demolition in
all phases of combat and non-combat military operations.

Kentucky's senior United
Mitch
senator,
States
Ma-Connell, will speak at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce and
Development
Economic
luncheon
Corporation
Thursday.
The lunch is scheduled for
State
Murray
noon
at
University's Curris Center
Ballroom. McConnell, who is
the Senate's Republican minority leader, will speak to
Chamber and EDC members
and special guests after the
meal

.111e Murray Ledger & Tunes
drives to ensure accurate and fair
*porting; however nustakes occasionally occur It is the Ledger's
;Jolley to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.
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An official response 10 malaria
on Aug. 21 notifying him -that
tphe
nva
Ctorpo
e. ration is 'a 50IC(6)
not-for-profit
Corporation organized under
KRS 273.00: that it is not A
board, commission, political
subdivision, or department of
the Commonwealth. that it was
not created by Calloway' County
or the City of Murray, that its
directors are not appointed by
the county or the city, and that it
is not. therefore, a public
agency."
In the opinion, Conway's
office said it did not support
Malone's conclusion that the
EDC met the definition of a
public agency because it
"received only 20.57 percent of
the funds it has expended in the
Commonwealth in the current
fiscal year from state or local
authonty funds." It said that the
AP Photo/Ea Reonke
EDC would have met that defi- ROTUNDA RENOVATION: In thts recent photo, while a statue of President Abraham Lincoln
nition in fiscal year 2008 stands in the center of the Capitol ROtunda, at left, workers build a protective box around a
because it received a S1.6 mil- statue of former Vice President Alben Barkley in preparation for a renovation of the Rotunda
lion from the state.
in Frankfort.
are
records
"Requested
exempt from public inspection
•••
because they relate to 2009
expenditures and are unrelated
Strategic
Center
&
for
From Front
From Front
to functions, activities, proInternational Studies, will speak
gives Murray State international at this year's Global Alumni
grams, or operations funded by
Under the new agreement.
state or local authonty pursuant students from Cyprus, Morocco, Distinguished Lecture Series.
MSI would pay Hutson $4,0(X)
Saudi Arabia, Taiwan. Finland
to KRS 61.870(2)," the opinion
Two keynote speeches are
annually for use of the facility;
and other countries the opportu- planned for the week. The first,
nsing to S5,000 after an initial
nity to showcase their own cul- on Nov. 18, features Istvan
titaM
teis
done had protested that
penod.
Manning's arrest occurred tures to IEW spectators.
Feher from Hungary's Szent
In other business, board
Presentations
topics
include
before the 2008-2009 fiscal year
Istvan University speaking
members agreed not to accept
ended on June 30 of this year, intemational slang, Gambia cul- about strategies to survive the
but Alex P. Herrington Jr., an ture, Austrian happiness, world- world food cnsis. The second, an offer from the City of
ancirney representing the F...DC, wide healthcare, envirtinmental on Nov. 20, feateres author
Murray to take possession of a
replied that the EDC operates on justice, Amnesty International, Franz Wisner speaking on the
surplus
Fi re
Murray
Ilb
iA
ri
scholarships,
a calendar fiscal year and not
experiences surrounding his
Department
fire
truck.
g
IID."S awareness, global
from July to June. This meant
New York Times bestselling
Board Chairman Jim Fain
partnerships and world labor
the EDC's govemment funding
issues. Lecture
presenters book, "Honeymoon with My
said the board waa grateful for
had not crossed the 25 percent
include Murray State faculty, Brother." Wisner's lecture will
the offer, but had no one on
threshold. he said.
study abroad veterans and sen- bring 1EW festivities to a close.
staff with expertise to properly
Manning said Tuesday that he
For more information about
ior thesis students, as well as
operate or maintain the equiphad no further comment on the
Murray
State's
International
special guests.
matter Shultz did not immediment.
Additionally, two special sem- Education Week, contact the
ately return
phone calls inars on Nov. 19 are offered for Institute
for
International
-There was some discussion
Wednesday. Allison Martin, spectators. That afternoon, Studies at (270) 809-2277, or
concerning cost and personnel
communications director with
Bhanithi Rao, senior consultant visit its online calendar for speinvolved in maintaining, storthe attorney genetal's office, at Infosys global technqlogy, cific times and locations at
ing and operating the vehicle
said the office had no further service provider, will stifirtes www.murraystate.eduirew. All
and response time from voluncomment and preferred to /et the
inte nuni anal negotiation . Viet events are open to the public at
teer firefighters to a fire emeropinion speak for itself beceunt! gy. That evening, Rose Ossionso Murray State's Curtis Center
gency at the airport before the
it was possible that there could
deputy director of W'ashington, and free of charge, unless otherbe further litigation.
D.C.'s
External
Relations wise noted on the Web site.
vote.
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Parade

The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 5th. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
your float or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and must(
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes
will be awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division.
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at
the same time. First place in each division will receive $150.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.rn. The primary unit feeder
route onto Main Street is N. 10th Street. However, your group
will be contactea on December 3rd with a unit number
and line-up instructions.

Obama's popularity
down to 54 percent
By LIZ SIDOTI
AP Nationai Political Wrfter
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama still
has the approval of a majonty of
Amencans, but it's an increasingly pessimistic nation.
The public grew slightly more
dispirited on a range of matters
over the past month, including
war and the economy, continuing the slippage that has
occurred since Obama took
office, the latest Associated
Press-GfK poll shows.
Obamit's approval rating
stands at 54 percent, roughly ttte
same as in October but very different from the enthusiastic 74
percent in January just before he
took office. And some 56 percent of people say the country is
heading in the wrong direction,
an uptick from 51 percent last
month and 49 percent in

Obama's first month as president.
This comes at a time when he
is trying to revive the struggling
economy. considering sending
more troops to the ti-year-old
Afghanistan war, muscling a
health care reform overhaul
through Congress and hoping to
push through other ambitious
like
legislation
measures
fix:used on climate change.
People were gloomier about
the direction of the country than
in October. They disapproved of
Obama's handling of the economy a bit more than before. And,
perhaps most stnlung for ttie
commander in chief, more people have lost confidence in
Obama on Iraq and Afghanistan
over the last month.Overall.
there's a malaise about the state
of the nation.

MARY'S KITCHEN
OPEN 24 HOURS CLOSED ON TUESDAYS
1205 Staditun View Drive
641 N. past Walniart +next to car wash)

Name of Entry:_

270-759-2036

Contact Person:

*Homemade Rolls & Buns
*Homemade Pies & Cakes

Address'
Phone:
Group & Entry Description:

Special Orders
Available For
The Holidays!

CIEMBEIMMISIMID
Mail Entries To;
"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
tI Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171

111
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Gift
Certificates
Available

TIIWII Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 12 in the central office board ronrn at the
Carter Administration Office
on S. 13th Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is
approval for roofing work at
Murray Elementary School,
final payment authorization
for Murray High School's
new chemistry lab, a resolution concerning opposition to
a General Assembly proposal to confiscate district contingency 'rainy day" funds to
balance the state budget,
department
and
school
reports.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday in CIty Hall and will
vote on several municipal
appointments
and
reappointment for governmental boards. They are: Craig
Fortenberry for an appointment to the Murray Calloway
County Airport Board and
Bobby Futrell for re-appointment to the same board. a
re-appointment for Amber
DuVentre to the Murray
Planning Commission. and a
re-appointment to the Board
of Zoning Adjustments. Each
of the four-year terms would
expire on Nov. 12, 2013.
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
in regular session Thursday.
November 12 at 5 p.m. at
Calloway County Middle
School. The meeting is usually at 6 p.m. but has been
moved forsvard one hour this
month. Included on the
agenda are the 2008-2009
audit and dropout reports.
• The Murray-Calloway
County
Parks
and
Recreation
Board
of
Directors are scheduled to
meet at 7 p m on Monday,
November
16, at
the
American Legion Veterans
Hall on North Fourth Street
On the agenda for the meeting is a programs report from
Director Matt Martin and various committee reports. Note
that the meeting will be held
one hour later than regularly
scheduled.
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Obltuades
he funeral tor Hugh Gray Crass will bc
Thursday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral
Home. Bro. Ricky Cunningham
will officiate. Bunal will follow in the Murray
Memonal Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
!Wednesday). Masonic rites will be at 7:30 p.m. tonight at the funeral home.
Online condolences may he made at wwwimesmillercom.
Mr. Crass, 68, Kirksey, died Monday Nov. 9, 2009, at 6 p.m. at
his home_ He attended Hardin Baptist Church and was a member of
Murray' Lodge No 105 of Free and Accepted Masons. He was the
son of the late Joseph Thomas Crass and Anne Baker Crass
Survivors include one son, Randall Crass and wife, Kemmerli,
Kirksey: three grandchildren. Kacie Brooke Lawrence, Karson
Amanda Cniss and Kennady Anne Crass; one great-grandchild,
Emma Riley Lawrence.

WASHINGTON 1AP) Unemployment likely
will
remain high for the next several
years because the economic
recovery won't be strong
enough to spur robust hiring,
Reserve
Federal
officials
W'artied Taesday.
The cautionary note struck by
the presidents of regional Fed
banks were the first public
remarks by Fed officials since
the government reponed last
week that the nation's jobless
rate bolted to 10.2 percent in
October. It marked only the sec•ond time in the post-World WiuII period that the rate surpassed
10 percent.
In separate speeches. Janet
Yellen, president of the Federal
Reserve Bank of San Francisco,
and Dennis Lockhart, president
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta, warned that rising
unemployment could cnmp consumers, restraining the recovery.
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Fed: Weak recovery won't spur jobs;

Hugh Gray Crass
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The funeral for Ms. Carrie B. Curd will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith and
Jim Stabler will officiate. Bunal will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be at Me funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Friday.
Ms. Curd. 96, Murray, died Tuesday, Nov. 10, 2009, at 6:40 a.m.
at Spring Creek Health Care.
Retired from Food Services at Murray State University, she was
a member of First United Methodist Church, Friendship Gleaners
Sunday School Class and Wesleyan Circle.
Born Feb. 3, 1913, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late James B. Curti and Ruth Caraway Curd. Also preceding her
in death were one brother, Edward Curd, two sisters, Eliza Curd
Valentine and Millie Curd Folsom, and one brother-in-law, Roy
Folsom.
Survivors include three nieces, Jeim Folsom Warax, Moorcraft,
Wyo., Deidra Folsom Andis, Cahokia, Ill., and EMIlld Ruth
Valentine Bucy, Alm(); seven great-nieces and nephews; several
great-great-nieces and nephews; one great-great-great-niece.

WASHINGTON !AP) -Women are on track to become a
majority of unionized workers
in the next 10 years, signaling
their growing clout in the labor
movement.
The shift, outlined in a report
Tuesday from the Center for
Economic anu Policy Research,
could sec organized labor fix;us
more intensely on issues important to women as unions look to
broaden their ranks and wield
greater political strength in the
next election cycle,
"When you have 4 majonty

Mrs. Amorita (Rita) Robertson, 56, Mayfield died Monday, Nov.
9, 2009, dt 9:58 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducati.
She was the manager of the former Clinimie Jordan Shoppe in
Mayfield and was of Pentecostal faith. Preceding her in death were
her father, Normal Colbert, and one brother, John William Colbert.
Survivors include one son, Jeff Robertson, one granddaughter,
Alexandra Robertson, her mother, Carmelita Colbert Simpson, and
one brother, Ronnie Colbert, all of Mayfield.
The funeral will be today (Wednesday') at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, with Rev. Mark Terhune officiating. Pallbearers will be David Driver, Jamie Morganti, Chris Pyle,
Jerry Ford Jr., Fuller Bennett,
McClure and Royce Roach.
Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

of women in the labor MQVCment, issues like work-family
balance, paid sick days and paid
parental leave become more
important," said John Schmitt,
an economist at the left-leaning
think tank and one of the authors
of the report.
The study tracks the growing
disersity of the labor movement
over the past quarter century,
including a surge in Latino
union members and the steep
decline of unionized workers
from the manufacturing sector.
Women now niake up about

WASHINGTON (AP) Veterans Secretary Eric Shinseki
says he's working to improve
the agency's ability to cope with
increasing numbers of troops
returning from
Iraq and
Afghanistan with mental health
problems.
Shinseki told CBS's "The
Early Show" this morning that

James Allen Brunston, 76, Benton, forrnerly of Wickliffe, died
Monday, Nov. 9, 2009, at 9:40 a.m. at his home. An
iron worker, he was a member of Iron Workers Local
103, Evansville, Ind., and Charter F.O.E. Wickliffe
3397. An Air Force veteran, he served during the
Korean Conflict.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Margaret Rose Damon
Brunston; his parents, William Buck and Addie Dennis Brunston,
and one grandchild,
Survivors include his wife, Dorothy Dowdy Brunstom four
daughters, Suzanne Case, Bardwell, Lynn Orloff, Culpepper. Va.,
and Jean Bennett and Susan Thomas, both of Barlow; three sons,
William Allen Brunston, Murray. Kenneth B. Brunston, Benton, and
Michael Newton, Barlow; 10 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren,
Visitation will be Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m. at Milner & Orr
Funeral Home of Wickliffe. Burial will follow at a later date.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, Ohio Valley Affiliate Kentucky Region, 333 Guthrie
St., Suite 207, Louisville, KY 40202.

increased troop rotations to war
zones has caused a sharp rise in
the number of men and women
suffering from post traumatic
stress(FTSD) and depression.
He said, "The more people
go back, it multiplies the inci
dences of these kinds of things
occurring."
Shinseki, a retired g,eneral

and former Army chief of staff,
said "we are working diligently
at increasing our capabilities
here" and said the Department
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FELICITY, Ohio - A graveside service for Chitties (Chuck)
Edward Dickison was conducted by Pastor Gary
Zornes and a hospitality/fellowship meal followed at
the Felicity' Church of the Nazarene. Charles
McIntyre Funeral Home, Felicity, was in charge of
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Humane
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Society or the Society for the'
Mr. Dickison, 53, died Wednesday, Nov. 4, 2009. His wife was
the former Jeanette Cathey of Murray, Ky.
A graduate of Paul Blazer High School in Ashland, he attended
the Columbus C'ollege of An and Design and Marshall University.
He served in the U.S. Mannes from 1977 through 1983 and was
awarded expert badges in marksmanship and a good conduct medal.
During some of his time in the military', he was assigned to teach
tnarksmanship to officers. Another part of his military service
involved graphics. He was employed in the graphics industry in
Lexington, Ky., and Cincinnati.
Survivors include his wife, Jeanette Cathey Dickison; one daughter, Lucinda; his parents, Nelle and Virgil Dickison, Ashland, Ky.;
one sister, Kathy Dickison, Lexington, Ky.; one brother, James
Dickison and wife, Lynette, Ashland.
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Anna Burger. head of the.,
union federation Change to Win,
said women have changed the.,
tenor of politics in the labor
movement.
"Because of women, we
don't just talk about raising,
wages, but about creating family,
friendly workplaces with sick
leave, child care, and family amt.
medical leave," Burger said,;
"We don't just talk about out-ofcontrol insurance costs, but
about the tact that women po,
more than men strictly because
of their gender."

45 percent of union members.
up from just 35 percent in 1983.
That number is expected to
move past 50 percent by 2020.
White men now make up 38 percent of the union work force.
down from 5 I .7 percent in 1983.
Latinos arc the fastest-growing ethnic group in organized
labor. more than doubling their
representation from 5.8 percent
to 12.2 percent over the past 25
years. Asian workers also saw
their union ranks swell from 2.5
percent in 1989 to 4.6 percent in
2008.

VA promises timely response to vets war illness

James Allen Brunston
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dill skeptical such dramatic
action would significantly limit
systemic risk," he said in Ispeech in London.
The Obania administration
has called on Congress to set up
niet.Manism to aidely dismantle
tailed financial companies along the lines of what the •
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp:
doe. for collapsed bariks.
Although key' legislative pr6posaIs resampmg the nation's
financial rules contain such a
provision, some lawmakers arid'
others have expressed interest in
!muting the size of colossa4
firms or breaking them up if
they get too big.
Richard Fisher, president Of
the Federal Reserve Bank 4,
.
•:Dallas, told an Austin audienti
Tuesday evening that consumer
spending is growing. but that he'
doubts it will recover its prerecession vigor "for some tiniea'
to COMC.-

the last two economic recoveries, small businesses contributed
about one-third ot net Job
growth. Lockhart said hr doubted that would be the 4.:4‘4: this
tirne.
That's because many small
businesses rely on sinaller banks
for credit. But troubled commercial real estate loans are concentrated at those banks, hobbling
the flow of credit. Lockhart said
he is "particularly concerned"
about that linkage.
Meanwhile, Eric Rosengren,
president of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston, weighed in tin a
different hot-hutton issue for
Congress: how best to handle
huge financial companies whose
failure could endanger the economy Rosengren endorsed "living wills" that outline winddown arrangements in the es ent
of failure, rather than having the
government restrict the size or
activities ot financial firms. "I

Women on pace to be majority of union workers

Mrs. Affronts (Rita) Robertson

/ii/47
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Consumer spending accounts
for about 70 percent of economic activity.
"With such a slow rebound,
unemployment could well stay
high for several years to come,"
Yellen said. "In other words, our
recovery is likely to feel like
something well shon of good
times."
Yellen envisions the shape of
the recovery kind of like an "L"
with a gradual upward tilt of the
base. Lockhart said "very slow
net job gains" may occur "sometime next year."
Troubles in the commercial
real estate market and the plight
of small businesses also will
weigh on thr recovery, they said.
Small businesses - which
held up reasonably well in the
2001 recession - have been
clobbered by the downturn,
accounting for about 45 percent
of net job losses through the end
of 2008, Lockhan said. During
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At the request of many
iiewelry suppliers and
customers, 1 deckled to
reopen a jewelry store
in Murray
Our customers will be
able to get their fine jewelry
and watches serviced
by our in txxise rwelers,
as vrell as to make
one of a kind custom
pieces for them"
looking forward to
seeing all my old fnench;
and customers at my
new store"
Come Cekibtate With Us

----''')111"b
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Finley's House of Diamonds
112-N 12th St Murray, KY 42071
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'Allies Day' part of
Picturing America
ChiIde Hassam. The name ty was also
sounds exotic. but Hassarn was on parade,
actually an American painter expressing
the artist's
of British deseent.
His vibrant oil on canvas, conviction
the
"Allies Day. May 1917," is lit- about
and
erally a flag-waver featuring moral
the Stars and Stripes, the Union financial
Jack and the French tricolor. supremacy
The riot of red, white and blue of the Unitcaptures the scene on New ed States.
Though Main Street
York City's Fifth Avenue one
month after the USA official- World War I By Constance
was one of
ly entered World War I.
Alexander
mid-November the deadliest Ledger & Times
From
through December. a reproduc- wiu-s in hisColumnist
tion of the painting is on view tory - more
at Murray's public library on than 15 milMain Street. part of a "Pictur- lion people killed - there is
ing America" grant from the no hint of the tragedies assoNational Endowment for the ciated with Great War in Chi1de
Hassam's painting.
Humanities.
As I reflect on WWI and
Inspired by a march up Fifth
Avenue in 1916. when thou- my knowledge of it, I think
sands of Americans demon- back to history classes in elestrated support for the Allied mentary and high school in
cause, Ha_ssam began a series which the War to End All Wars
received short shnft.
of flag paintings.
With so much material to
This Preparedness Parade,
as it was called, moved Has- cover, history teachers tended
sam to produce thirty views to concentrate on their favorite
of New York City bedecked eras, so we went from the
American Revolution to the
in banners.
To paint "Allies Day. May Civil War and then zoomed
1917," Hassam set his easel through the rest of the 19th
up on the balcony of a build- and the beginning of the 20th
ing at the comer of Fifth Avenue century skidding to a halt at
WWII.
and Fifty-Second Street.
Somehow we never got to
On the left side ot the painting, the cityscape includes land- Korea, though an inspired
mark buildings bathed in morn- instructor I had in high school
ing sunlight and a view of assigned us readings ahout Vietspringtime foliage heading nam, which was just heating
up.
north, toward Central Park.
Viewers can learn something
The bnghtest facade in the
row is Saint Thomas Church, about history from the art probrand new, constructed in the duced in every era. and HasGothic-revival style arid con- sam's "Allies Day, May 1917"
hearkens back to a time when
secrated just the year before.
Other familiar buildings are the flags flying together symthe University Club, an expen- bolized nations in unity against
sive hotel called the Gotham, a common enemy.
and the Fifth Avenue Pteabyr• • "Allies Day" is one of forty
famous works of art in the
terian Church.
On the right-hand side of "Picturing Amenca" senes.
A display of the other art
painting, flags are mounted
everywhere, clustered mostly works is on view at the Wrather
at the right and bottom edges West Kentucky Museum on the
Murray State University camof the canvas.
With different patterns but pus.
Through the collaborative
the same three colors. the flags
represent the harmony of Amer- efforts of MSU's Teacher Qualica, Britain and France in a ity Institute and the Office of
single cause - the "Fight for Regional Stewardship and OutHassam reach. 68 schools in the region
as
democracy,''
explained in defining his paint- have received sets of "Picturing's significance. Flying above ing America" for use and disall others the U.S. flag stands play. For more information. log
on to the site hop://picout against a cloudless sky.
While "Allies Day" portrays turingamerica.neh.govi. Every
an historic occasion and pays month. Main Street will featribute to the patriotism of the ture an article about the art
time, it also showcases a stretch work on display at the library.
of Fifth Avenue that was known The Wrather Museum exhibit
will be on view until Thanksas Millionaire's Row.
Many of the flags point giving.
Read Main Street online at
toward grand facades, palaces
of a sort that served the needs www.murrayledgencom. Conof the richest and most promi- tact the columnist directly at
nent members of New York constancealexander@newwave
society. The nation's prosperi- comm.net.

I RECEIVEDMIS
ONE FOR GNAT IN

AFGHANISTANITHISONE
FoR RGHTING IN IRAQ/
AND THIS ONE FOR
THE ONGOING gRUGGLE
TO SAVE OUR VA
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Although Kentucky's public
schools still lag behind the
national averages in various
educational indicators. we are
improving.
We used to say. "Thank
goodness for Mississippi!" or
"Thank goodness for Arkansas!"
when we saw Kentucky listed
toward the bottom in some category. A few years ago we
ranked dead last in per capita
spending for pupils in our public schools.
Sometimes we forget that
before the Civil War Kentucky
was a national leader in education.
In 1822, William T. Barry.
Kentucky's lieutenant governor, headed a commission to
establish a public school system for the commonwealth.
Barry wrote to James Madison. "the father of the Constitution" and one of the nation's
leading authorities on republican government and education.
to ask for advice.
Madison knew that in a
republic where the people rule.
the people must be educated
to rule well. According to Madison. "a popular government.
without popular information or
the means of acquiring it, is
but a prologue to a farce or
a tragedy or. perhaps, both."

In Madison's 4 August 1822
reply to Barry's inquiry, the
former president praised Kentucky for the state's efforts to
create a free public school system.
"The liberal appropnations
made by the Legislature of
Kentucky for a general system
of Education cannot be too
much applauded." Madison
wrote. "Knowledge will forever govern ignorance: And
a people who mean to be their
own Govemors, must arm themselves with the power whichknowledge gives."
that
believed
Madison
"Learned Institutions ought to
be favonte objects with every
free people.
They throw that light over
the public mind which is the
best security against crafty &
dangerous encroachments on the
public liberty."
Madison continued in his
long letter to offer specific
advice on the proper curriculum for the schools.
Madison was "in favour of
adding to Reading. Writing, &
Arithmetic, to which the instruction of the poor is commonly
limited, some knowledge of
Geography; such as can easily be conveyed by a Globe
& Maps. and a concise Geo-
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graphical
Grammar.
And how
&
easily
quickly
might a genidea
eral
be
even,
conveyed of
Solar
the
System, by
the aid of a Horne and
Away
Planetarium
By James
the
of
Cheapest Duane Bolin
construction. Ledger & Times
Columnist
No information
seems better calculated to
expand the mind and gratify.
curiosity' than what v,.'ould thus
be imparted."
"This is especially the case."
Madison wrote. "with what
relates to the Globe we inhabit. the Nations among which
it is divided, and the characters and customs which distinguish them.
An acquaintance with foreign
Countries in this mode, has a
kindred effect with that of seeing them as travelers, which
never fails. in uncorrupted
minds. to weaken local prejudices, and enlarge the sphere
of benevolent feelings."
1 especially like what Madi-

son had to say about books
and the study of history.
"A knowledge of the Globe .
& its various inhabitants."
Madison said, "might moreover, create a taste for Books
of Travels and Voyages. out
of which might grow a general taste for History, an inexhaustible fund of entertainment
& instruction.
Any reading not of a vicious,
species must be a good substitute for the amusements too, apt to fill up the leisure of-.
the labonng classes."
Madison's advice still has
much to teach us. More than
anything else, though, Madison showed us the crucial connection between government by
the people and education of
the people.
"What spectacle can he more
edifying or more seasonable,"
Madison wrote. "than that of
Liberty & Learning, each leaning on the other for their mutual & surest support?"
Liberty and Learning. We
still need to heed James Madison's advice today.
Duane Bolin teaches in the •:
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact '
at duune.bolin@murhim
raystate.edu.
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KTC sends barebones budget to Beshear
Acting Transportation Secretary Mike Hancock told the
House Transportation Committee this week that ''money is
very, very tight, and Road Fund
projections are not rosy."
Hancock said the Cabinet's
budget draft for the Governor
was "a barebones exercise with
little money for other than
basics. State funds for state
projects are nonexistent."
Hancock noted the federal
funds situation leaves little ability to plan. and said. "It will
be difficult to put something
in front of you that is certain."
He said states "will have to
guess" what federal funds they
will be getting and when they
will get them. The state will
have $400 million in bonds

designated for specific projects
that will be put to work.
After severe reductions in
Road Fund revenue for fiscal
2009 and 2010. the Consensus Forecasting Group has predicted a slight upturn for 2011
and 2012.
CFCs planning estimate for
the Road Fund predicts revenue for fiscal 2011 will be
$1.2 billion -- almost back to
the fiscal 2007 level.
And, for 2012, it will be
$1.3 billion. Actual revenue
for 2009-10 was $1.19 billion,
down from the $1.325 billion
estimate at the time the fiscal
2009-10 budget was adopted.
The CFG estimate in August
for FY 10 is $1.141 billion.
down from the original estimate of $1.405 billion. The
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State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Rep. Melvin Henley(0-Murray)
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley0Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort. Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181
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Adressing safety
issues,
Hancock
said "disLegislative
trac ted
Update
driving" is By Rep. Melvin
safety
a
Henley
issue the
D-Murray
Cabinet
would like
to see action on in the next
session. He said texting while
driving is akin to drunken dnving in its level of danger.
Sen. Bob Leeper said he
did not think that when dnvers are using laptops. reading
a book, or eating, the impression should be that everything
hut texting is okay. Sen.
Damon Thayer urged caution
in new legislation, saying existing statutes cover reckless driving.
"When we see a crash and
there are no skid marks." said
Hancock, "action is required."
Distracted driving is currently a major thrust of USDOT.
USDOT Secretary. Ray LaHood
has called on state and local
governments to work with
USDOT to reduce fatalities and

crashes by making distracted
driving part of their state highway plans, and by continuing
to pass state and local laws
against distracted driving in all
types of vehicles, especially
school buses
He has asked states and
local governments to back up
public awareness campaigns
with high-visibility enforcement
•
actions.
Rep. Rick Nelson, Middlesboro, and Rep. Jody Richards,:
Bowling Green, have pre-filed:
legislation(BR 118 and BR 180);
to prc,hibit the use of a personal communication device for'
any person under the age of,
18 while operating a motor vehicle.
In a discussion of the use
of old tires in asphalt, Allen
Myers, KYTC Asphalt Branch
Manager, said the longevity of
pavement using reclaimed tires
appears to be good, but the
cost of such paving is 50 per ,
cent more expensive.
Co-Chati;
Committee
Hubert Collins asked about tti:
durability of asphalt pavementi •
since 2000.
Myers said asphalt mixeir'
were changed to use larger:
rock in 2000 because of rut::
ting concerns. He said finer;
rock gives greater durabilitji:
and longer life, "so it's an
.•
issue of rutting versus dura:
biiity."
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Holtons donates to MCCH endowment

www.murriyiedgsr.com

rtoons com

Photo provided

Pictured from L to R is Keith Travis, VP of Institutional
Development, Dr. John Bright, Interim Chief Medical Officer,
Vicki Emerson, Medical Staff Coordinator and Keith Bailey,
CEO.

MCCH observes
med staff week
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is observing National
Medical
Staff
Services
Awareness Week (Nov. 1-8)
with a luncheon for Vicki
Emerson,
Medical
Staff
C'oordinator, pictured above.
Mrs. Emerson is also the 2009
President of the Southwest
Chapter of KAMSS (Kentucky
Association of Medical Staff
Services) an organization that
recently celebrated its 30-year
anniversary.
In 1992, President George
Bush issued a proclamation designating the first week of
November as "National Medical
Services
Awareness
Staff
Week," to acknowledge and
thank these professionals for
playing "an important role in our
nation's healthcare system."
The American
Medical
Association-Organized Medical
Staff Section also recognizes the
medical services profession in a
that
formally
resolution
acknowledges, "The importance
and value of medical services
professionals to the healthcare
organization and its physician
members and recognizes their
contribution and dedication in
preserving quality patient care,"
When you visit a hospital, you
see the doctors, the nurses, and
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other medical personnel. What
you don't see are the people
behind the scenes who make
certain the credentials of all
practitioners who are caring for
you are correct and have been
venfied.
Medical services professionals are experts in provider credentialing and privileging, medical staff organization, accreditation and regulatory compliance, and provider relations in
the diverse healthcare industry.
They credential and monitor
ongoing competence of the
physicians and other practitioners who provide patient care
services in hospitals, managed
care organizations kind other
health care settings.
Although these professionals
are a vital part of the community's healthcare team, you probably won't ever meet them or
know their names. But because
of them, you can rest assured
that the practitioners treating
you are properly educated,
licensed and trained, and are
qualified to provide care to you
and your family.
For more inforniation about
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital, visit our website
www.murrayhospital.org or call
27(1-762-'1381.

Diabetes Center coordinator named

1

Spacial to the Ledger
Murray Hospital is pleased to
announce that Miriam Summers,
kD, LD, has been announced as
the new Program Coordinator
r or the Center for Diabetes.
Summers will be working
with a team of multi-tasked specialists to individualize an educational
plan
for
every proaram pariicipant.
Participants
include
;hose wtth
lype I diahetes, 'type
Summers
2 diabetes,

Gestational Diabetes, PreDiabetes, and Polycystic Ovary
Syndrome/Insulin Resistance.
The Center for Diabetes is
located inside the Center for
Health and Wellness at 716
Poplar Street. and is open
Monday thru Friday from 81)0
am to 4:30 pm, or call to arrange
an appointment outside of the
normal operating hours. To contact Minam. call the Center for
Diabetes at 270-762-1806 or 1800-3,42-6224.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is pleased to announce
Miriam Summers, RD, LD, to
our Murray Hospital staff.

Photo provided

Pictured, back row from left. are Keith Bailey, MCCH CEO; Mike Holton, Tim Daughrity, Drew Holton. and Keith Travis, VP of
Institutional Development. Front row, from left, are Vicky Holton, Alyssa Daughrity, Tory Daughnty, and Katie Holton.
Spoclei to the Ledger
The Holton family, longtime
Murray residents, recently
donated $10,000 to the MurrayCalloway Endowment for
Healthcare. Their donation will
be used to name a patient room
in the Residential Hospital
Hospice House, which will benefit families and patients
throughout our region when
completed. The donation was
made in memory of Mike
Holton's sister, Pat Holton. lifelong resident of Murray who
received hospice care dunng her
final days of her fight with pancreatic cancer.
"Working with Hospice for
several years has been dear to
my heart, but in May it became
personal when my sister-in-law,
Patricia, passed away," said
Vicky Holton. Hospice helped
in her final days, they made her
feel comfortable. and they comforted our family. During this, it
became more itnportant to me
and my family to help build a
Hospice House to provide a
place for tenninal patients to
live their final days with dignity
and cotnfort. It will be wonderful for our community, and surrounding areas, to build a
Hospice House - what a bless-

House will be a 12-bed, residening for all.
"I was not aware to the extent tial facility. Designed to provide
in vvhich hospice helps and patients with limited life
relieves the family at a time of expectancy a nurtunng, homegreat need and stress with the like setting; a hospice house is a
iinpending death of a loved place where life's journey can
one," said Mike Holton. "They end peacefully and in dignity,
were so compassionate with my surrounded by family and
sister and gave her grace and friends.
"We're pleased to provide
dignity in her final hours, which
couldnkt have been accom- opportunities for families, such
plished without their help. 1 am as the Holton's, who wish to
truly grateful for the care my mettionahze a loved one who's
been affected by our Hospice
sister received."
The Residential Hospice program," said Keith Bailey,

CEO of MCCH.
The Murray Residential
Hospice House will be the tiro
in the region, serving western
Kentucky and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern
Illinois. All monies raised during 2009 will be matched by an
anonymous donor.
If you are interested in lektrnmg more about naming opportunities available with MurrayCalloway Endowment for
Healthcare. please contact Keith
Travis at 762-1908.
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Holly Berry Bake Sale
and Tea Room scheduled
11)e Annual Holly Berry Bake Sale and Tea Room will be held
Saturday from 8 to 11 a.m. at First Presbytenan Church. 1601 Main
St.. Murray..
The bake sale is a fundraiser for the Church's Women's Group,
and all proceeds will benefit chantable works done by the group
The Holly Berry Bake Sale is a long-standing tradition for the
church, and is one of its most popular events. One reason for its populanty is that it is not an average bake sale, according to Ann
Stanley, co-conductor of the sale, because it features many different
offerings.
in the tea room, a delicious breakfast is available at a low cost.
Some of the favorite breakfast items are varieties of homemade
quiche, potatoes. homemade pastnes, and ham or sausage biscuits.
Those with a sweet tooth can satisfy their cravings at the bake sale
by purchasing a variety of homemade goods, including pies. cookies, cakes and rolls. According to Stanley, the most popular bake
sale items are bourbon cake and yeast rolls.
The attic treasures section is a shopper's delight, offenng handmade gifts such as aprons and pillows. There will also be knitted
scarves, hats. quilted items and other high quality offerings. Another
part of the sale is a silent auction, with a variety of fine items to bid
on.
All of these offerings will not last long, according to Stanley.
"People are lined up with their shopping bags in hand before 8 a.m.Often. the goods are completely' gone when the bake sale ends at 11
a.m.
Stanley hopes that this year's Holly Berry Bake Sale and Tea
Room will be just as successful, if not more so, than previous years.
"It is an opportunity. for people to catch up with one another, shop
and eat breakfast together."
For more inforniation on the Holly Berry Bake Sale and Tea
Room. contact Ann Stanley' at 753-8747.
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Glory Bound Entertainment
will meet Friday at Goshen

'r2gagemen/

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
will meet Friday at 7 p.m. at Goshen United
Methodist Church. located on Ky. 121 North
at Stella. Featured will be soloist, Eddie
Boone, and the group, Brotherly Love. Items
for Need Line will be received.
This month Glory Bound will also meet
on third Friday, Nov, 20. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666.

Events needed for guide

Any organization, business or individual
who would like an event featured in the official
2010 Murray Visitor Guide's event calendar
should contact Enn Carrico at the Convention and Visitors Bureau.
The guide is sent to print in early December and will be in circulation for all of 2010. Ms. Carrico can be reached by calling 759-2149
or mail at erincarrico@tourniurray.com

Closings announced for today
Calloway County Courthouse and county offices, Calloway
County Public Library and area postoffices are closed today in
observance of Veterans' Day.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library: on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The representative wili assist in filing claims. For more
information call toll free at I-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office
at 1-270-247-8095.

Denham and Montgoniery
Rodney and Linda Murphy of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter, Sarah Kathryn Denham, to Stephen Knox
Montgornery, son of David and Ann Marie Montgomery of Murray.
Miss Denham is the granddaughter of the late Adele and Louis
Medez of Arlington, Texas. and Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Denham of
Murray.
Mr. Montgomery is the grandson of the late Bill and Martha
Cusick of Charlotte, N.C., and Howard and Margaret Montgomery
of Decatur, Ga.
The bride-elect is a senior nursing student at Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is a jurtior student of international affairs at
Murray State University.
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 28, 2009, at 5:30 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited. Please RSVP by Nov. 15 at
227-0652.

Rainfall of 11.75 inches
for month of October
John Ed Scott, local official
government weather observer of
Murray, has reported that 11.75
inches of rain for October were
recorded.
This was 1.25 Oct. 2,.16 Oct.
4, .13 Oct. 5, 1.24 Oct. 6, .05
Oct. 8, 1.15 Oct. 9,.23 Oct. 13.
.45 Oct. 14 1.67 Oct. 15, .09
Oct. 22, 1.36 Oct. 23, .88 Oct.
27,.50 Oct. 28, 23 Oct. 29. 1.76
Oct. 30 and .60 Oct. 31.

Fog was recorded on Oct. 1,
thunder on Oct. I. 2 and 8, light
frost on Oct. 18 and heavy frost
on Oct. 19.
The high temperature of 82
degrees was recorded on Oct. 8
and the low temperature of 33
degrees on Oct. 18.
Average temperatures for the
month were a high of 65 degrees
and a low of 48 degrees.

Alpha Delta Kappa makes
baskets for workrooms
Alpha Delta Kappa held
October meeting at the home of
Betty Hassell.
Members worked on goody
baskets to be put in teachers'
workrooms in all the public
schools in Murray' and Calloway
County.
This was to let others know
about Alpha Delta Kappa and to
celebrate Founders Day of the
international organization of
teachers in education and altni-

ism.
Members present were Betty
Lyons, Bess Kerlick. Alanna
Garrison, Janet Dees, Betty
Hassell. Jean Watkins. Dolly
Blakney,
Marlene
Beach.
Joanna Wilder, Sally Scott,
Judith Hill and Sue Adams.
The next meeting will be
Monday, Nov. 16, at 6 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.

Underwood awarded a
Child Care Credential
for outstanding work
Deneshia Underwood of
Murray has been awarded a
Child Development Associate
( C D A )
Credential in
recognition
of outstandwork
ing
with young
children. The
credential
was awarded
by
the
Council for
Underwood
Professional
Recognition in Washington, DC,
which represents the early childhood profession.
CDA is the only major
national effort to improve child
care by evaluating and re,cognizing the skills of individuals providing care. The first credential
was awarded over 30 years ago
and now 49 states plus the
District of Columbia include
CDA in their child care licensing regulations.
Parents who use child care

are especially concerned today
about their child's welfare. With
this in mind, as part of the CDA
assessment process, every candidate for the CDA credential is
observed working with young
children of families by an early
childhood professional. In addition, the candidate must demonstrate the ability to work with
families to deveiop children's
physical and intellectual capabilities in a safe and healthy
learning environment.
The CDA credential is having a positive effect on the quality of child care. Its impact is
evident in center-based care and
hoine visitor pmgrams as weil
as family. child care, the most
common form of care for children under 5 years old.
Child care staff and parents
who want information on CDA
should write the Council for
Professional Recognition at
2460 16th St. NW, Washington,
DC 20(109-3547, or call (202)
265-9090 or (800)424-4310.

MHS Swim Team plans project
Murray High School Swim Team Is now having a fundraiser with
Avon which will end Sunday, Nov. 22. For more information or a
book call Jamie Wilson at 226-3965.

4-H Ham Project Group will meet
4-H Country' Hain Project participants will meet Thursday, at 6
p.m. at the county extension office.

WOW Lodge 592 will meet
Woodmen of the World L,odge 592 will meet Thursday at 6 p.m.
at Ryan's Family Steak House.

'/

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliat's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Zeta Depstrtment will meet
Zeta DeParttnernraa the Murray Wotnan's Club will- meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house with Neva Grey' Allbntten and
Betty L,owry as hostesses.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646

Special programs at MMS
Murray Middle School will have Veterans Day assemblies today
(Wednesday.). The 4th and 5th grades will begin their assembly at
2:30 p.m. and t.he 6th to 8t.h grades at 2:15 p.m. Both will be in tha
school auditorium. All local veterans are invited as special guests.

CCMS council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet today'(Wednesday)at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Wednesday.) at 3:30 p.m. in the high school media
center. The public is invited.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks. pulse and blood sugar screenings today
(Wednesday) from 1 to 3 p.m. at BB&T Bank in Hazel: on Friday
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the New Concord post office.

(

Lakers plan soccer banquet
Calloway County High School Laker Soccer banquet will be
Thursday, Nov. 19, at 6 p.m. in the high school cafeteria. Tickets are
S12 each imd may be purchased on Thursday during lunch at the
high school or any day from Mrs. McDaniel at the middle school. A
limited amount of tickets will also be available at the door on the
night of the banquet.

DES Rescue Squad plans fundraiser
Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Squad has started its
annual picture fundraiser. Ronnie Burkeen, chief, said "We will be
calling on the telephone and asking for your donations. In turn you
will get a free color 8x110 portrait. All donations should be mailed
to the Rescue Squad, P.O. Box 599, Murray, KY 4271." For more
information call Burkeen at 270-762-1714 or e-mail at
rburkeen(i'amurray-ky -net

Working car needed
A single parent with three children is in need of a car in good
working condition. If you have a car you would be willing to
donate, contact Julie Stone of the Murray Family Resource Youth
Service Center at 759-9592.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alen for one set of bunk beds with mattresses is needed for a family with three children. Anyone having these to donate
call the Calloway County Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Reservations available
The Murray Bank Good Life still has a few reservations available for the Branson, Mo. and Canbbean Cruise trips. If interested,
contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Hospital requesting magazines
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is accepting magazines for
the lobby and waiting areas. If you have any 2009 magazines that
contain appropnate faintly matenal and you would like to donate,
drop them off in the front lobby on the magazine can, or call Gail
Stubblefield, MCCH's librarian, at 762-1572 for more information.
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IN HONOR OF OUR VETERANS

Today we pay a special tribute to all of the brave women and men who have served our country.
We are forever gratefulfor the sacrifices you have made to preserve ourfreedom and protect our country.
Thank you for your courage and dedication.
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We Love you.
Your Family

Thanks for your service to
our country
Love Your Family }

In Memory of
Walton Fulkerson

In Honor of
Hugh E. Johnson

CPO US Navy
1939-1959

PFC Air Force
1945-1947

Served WWII and Korea
You will always be an inspiration for all who knew you
Fulkerson Family }
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Corporal T/5 94th Infantry
Third Army Co. WWII
1944-1946
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US Air Force
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Served in Saudi Arabia

PFC - US Marine Corpa
Entered Nov. 1, 1943
Served in South Pacific- nn
USS California

Staff Sgt. - US Air Force
Dec. 28, 1950 Dec. 11, 1954
Served in Korea

In Honor of
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Staff SGT
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US Army
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RAC HOME LOANS SERVICING. LP
F K'A COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SER‘'ICING LP,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00338
HALIFAX FINANCIAL GROUP, L P
PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
I/ENNIS TURNER, FIRST KENTUCKY
BX.NK OF MAYFIELD,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 28, 20C/9, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,571 39, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on Friday, November 13. 2009, at the hoer of 10:00 a m., local time. or
thereabout, the
following described property. located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being
1014 Almo Shiloh Road, Murray, KY 42071. and being Mare particularly
described as follows:
A part of Section 34, lbwnship 3, Range 5 East, and described by beginning at a
stake on the North edge of the right of way of a blacktop public road known as
the Alm° Shiloh Road, which point is at the Southeast corrier of the land herein
conveyed and at a common corner to the lando of Alma Roberts, thence North on
a common boundary to the land of said Alma Roberta for approximately 768 feet
to a stake; thence West on s common boundary to &aid Robert for a distance of
approximately 513 feet to a stake; common corner to Darnell: thence South on a
common bounden. to Darnell approitimately 585 feet to a stake; thence turning
in a Southwesterly direction, but continuing on a conunon boundary to Darnell,
for a distance of approximately 210 feet to a stake in the North edge of the right
of way of the Almo-Shiloh read. thence East along the North edge of the right of
way of the Almo Shiloh road for approximately 480 feet to a stake which is the
point of beginreng It is intended that all lands prmently owned by Grantors
and situated North of the Almo-Sheoh road. and which were obtained by them
as part of the property described by deed whrch is of record in Deed Book No. 87
at page Noe 2414-249, are conveyed to Grantees herein.
Except. A pan of Section 34, lbwnship 3, Range 5 Elia, and being described by
beginneqg at n stake on the North edge of the right of way of Kentucky Highway
464, said point being the Southwest corner of the Rudy L. Whitlock property,
thence North with the comrnon boundary with the Whitlock property for a diabolist of approximatels. 768 feet te a stalte. thence West on a common boundary
with the Whitlock preperty for a distance of approximately 125 feet to a stake;
thence South for a distance of approximately 768 feet to a stake in the North
right of way of Kentucky Highway 464. thence East along the North edge of said
right of way for a distance of approximately 125 feet to a stake at the point of
beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Mho Edwards Durmawas
and wife, Brenda J. Dunnaway by General Warranty Deed from Donald E
Robinson and vete, Mary E. Robinson. dated and teed December 9, 1980, of
record Irt Deed Book 161, Page 1801, in the office of the Calloway Cininty Court
Clerk Brenda J Dunnaway derived full title upon the death &her husband,
Weise Edwards Dunriaway Idled November 21. 1997 recorded in Book 270, Page
540i, pursuant to the survivorship clause in said deed
And A tnangular tract of land adjacent to the Southwest corner of the 7.241
acre tract occupied by Durinaway but is the property of R.0 McKinney as per
Deed Book 153, Card 773, and is further described as follows.
13eginnme at the Southwest corner of the 7.241 acre tract, said point being
located on the North FVW line of Ky. Highway 464 and at Use centerline of an
old abandoned road; thence following the North RW line of Kentucky Highway
464 the following calls; North 63 de,grees 52' 13" West 72.06', North 55 deg-rees
03' 50" West 73 12. North 50 degieee 24' 16" West 110.55' to an iron pin; thence
South 84 degrees 19' 26" East and leaving said roadway 204.50' to a point located in Use centerline of the aforementioned abandoned road; thence South 2
derees 55' 15' East and following the centerline of said road 124.00' to the
point of beginning. This tract contains 0 328 acres and is subject to any additional RW along Ky. Hwy 464 as may be of record.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Denrns Turner, a single person, by Deed from Brenda J. Leech fka Brenda J Dunnawayi, and husband,
Howard A. Leech, dated October 25. 2000 and filed November 1, 2000, of record
in Book 359, Page 298, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
Parcel Number 067-0-0027 A
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit baste of 30 days.
but if sold MI a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten perrent le% of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30.1days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty i 301 days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional se/runty.
All dehnquent taxes shall
asoertamed and paid. but the property shall he
sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.
This 22nd des of October 21033
Respectfully submitted
MAX W. PARKER
blaster Commissloner
C.41110way Curtnt Court

Happy Birthday

GET THIS 1Xli
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753-1916

PLAJN"elFF

VS N(YrICE OF SALE
WILDCAT ENTERPRISES,INC , NARENE THOMAS
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF
CALLOWAY. K.I.,AS PROPERTIES,

DEFENDA.NTS

By virtue of a Judgrnent and Order of Sale entensd by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 14. 2009, in the 'shove cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $3.926 10. I shall proceed to offer fro sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murcay, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, November 13, 2009, at the hour of
10:00 a rn , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky and being more particulerly described as follows:
A 280.22 acre tract of land located on the North side of Highway 614. approxe
motels. e miles east of the Murray community of Calloway County, and more
particularly described as. Beginning at the southwest corner of the property
herein described. said corner being a point in the north right-of-way of Highway
614 and at the southeast corner of an 11 00-acre trect, 100 feet east of the
southeast comer of the V.O. Shelton property;
thence, North 1 degree 02' East - 1,216.71 feet, along the east side of the 11.00acre tract to a point:
thence, North 88 degrees 58' West - 484.03 feel to a point in the east boundary
of the Tommy Smotherman property:

LOST: Small female,
rough coat Jack
Russell Terrier, white
with brown face, last
seen on Tom Taylor
Rd near Knights carpet, child's pet. If
found Call
(270)227-0906

thence, North 0 degrees 36' East 2,222.45 feet to a fence corner at a 30-inch
blazed tree at the northwest carrier of the property herein described, mime being
275 feet east of a culvert under an existing highway;
thence, North 86 degrees 19' East 1,387 09 feet along an existing south fence
line of the James Geurin property to a 30-inch oak on the creek bank, same
being o corner of Lot No. 128 of the Kentucky Lake Enterprines Subdivision,
SectIon Nc 1,
thenne, North 86 degrees 18' East 1615 feet along an existing south fence line of
the Kentucky Lake Enterprises Subdivisioc, Section No. 1, to a pipe at a otone,
same being the muthwest comer of Lot No 106 of said subdiviaion,
Thence, South 3 degrees 26 West 980 feet to an existing steel pin at the southwest comer of Lot No 293 of the Kentucky Lake Enterpnses Subdivision.
Section No_ 3,
thence, South 0 degreee 54' East 1700.95 feet along an existing west fence line
of the Archie Patterson property to an existing iron pipe at s common comer of
the C.r1. Campbell property, Westvaco property and the Archie Patterson property;
thence, South 85 degrees 18' West 1,566.64 feet to a steel pin at a 10-inch cherry.
tree at the northweet corner of the C.H Campbell property; thence South 3
degrees 02' East 1.732.09 feet to an existing corner post 275 feet south of a
creek centerline;
thence, South 88 degierce 49' East 488.14 feet along an existing fence line to a
tree on the east bank of a creek,
thence, foLlowirqg the meanders of the centerline of a creek South 17 degrees 00
East 399.66 feet te a point in the centerline of a creek,
ther,ce. rnntinuing along the creek South 34 degree, 05' Eon 550 06 feet to n
tree on the West bank of the creek;
thenoe, South 88 degrees 06' West 713.54 feet to a tree at a fence comer;
thence, South 5 degrees 20 West 242.20 feet to a tree ir, the north right-of-way
of Highway 614,
thence, North 68 degrees 28' West 270.07 feet along the north right-of-was. of
Highway 614 to a eteel pin;
thence South 89 degreeo 27 West 238.41 feet along the North right-of-way of
Highway 614 to an existing power pole;
thence, South 68 degrees 11' West 341.45 feet to a point in the North right-ofway of Highway 614 and in the East right-of-way of a road entering into the
herein described property;
thence. South 68 degrees 11' West 68 feet to a steel pin in the North right-of
wey of Highway 614 and the West right-of-way of the road;
Thence, South 76 degreee 46' West 275.27 feet to a steel pin in the north road
right-of-way,
thence. South 83 degrees 58' West 111.22 feet to the point of beginning
The above described property is conveyed subject to any previously conveyed
eamments of record or in existence.
Grantor herein obtained title to the above:described property by deed frem
Mahon Thomas and wife, Nerene Thomas, dated December 24. 1986, and being
of record on Microfilm in Book 189. Card 1838, :n the office of the Clerk of the
'alloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basin of 30 days.
but if mid on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty i 30i days, with eufficient eurety, bearing interest at 12% per
annun. from the date of gale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but ehall be sold aubject to the c-ur-

. HAPPY BiRTHDAY SUSAN ROGERS

Lark&Inks
1001 18 hitnell Ave.• Murray. KV 42,071
Hours: 8:00 a,m. - 5:00 p.m.
(2701751-1916 • classified@ murrayledger.com
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IMMEDIATE 01
' or Attiring
Mechanics
Must be knowle
able ir ail nape
marine applicat
Minimum of flys
hands-on expel
Certifications h,
but not regular
a winning team
Great Salary &
Benefits! Jobs
Weistem and 0
Kentucicy. E-rn
resume to
Iwilson0mann;
om or mail to:
Burnskie Marin
L. Wilson, P.O.
577. Burnside.
42519.

The Murray Ledger & Times has a full-time
clencal position availabie. Applicant must
have computer knowledge and be able to
multi-task. Exceptional interpersonal and
communications skills are required. Some
bookkeeping knowledge a plus, but not
required. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-T,
Murray, KY 42071. No phone calla
Interested applicants must apply by resume
only: interviews will be grartted to qualified

MEDICAL
Transcriptionist
loo". of our gri
Leam from the
affordable pay
go. wwwinscrit
(270)761-0133

Absolutely rw on-the-spot interviews will be
Lost and Found

' .y
sign
Quill Shop, a new
store in Murray has
immediate openings
for 2 part-time sales
specialist positions.
We are looking for
excellent
people who share our
love for the customers
we serve, the products
we sell.
and the work we do!
Will be required to
teach quilting/sewing
classes.
intermediate quitting &
sewing skills required.
Please send resume
to
info0batiksbydesign.c
orn. Call 270-7534331 if you have any
questions.
COOK needed, mini.
mum 2-years valated expenence. Parttime/Full-time position
available. Starting pay
57.50. Apply at
Maiestic Steak House.
Mayfield, KY. Ask for
P.J.

conducted.

LAMER &TIMES

Attention CC
()dyers: NA
EXPRES
GET IT WH
ITS H01
Now &fedi
Top pay & Bei
Rider progr

Customer Service Rep position
needed. Must have knovAedge of
vonficabon of Medicare, Medicaid &
pnvate Insurance coverages. Expenence
in medical field & Administrative record
management preferred

be accepted at
Holland Medical
905 Arcadia Circle

Resumes will

Excellen
Equipment,
much mor
Call

Med iaciForn-

PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR

Kingdom Kids
Learning Cents
licensed presct
now receiving t
Sons for a Dire,
Training will be
April 1st, 2010.
Preschool local
Westside Bapti
Church.
For more inforn
call Director. 1).
K. Rogers
(270) 753-8898

Applications will bs accepted until
positions ars filled at:
Careers.rnedlacomcc.com

PROPE
Manager
Company is no
a full time Leas
Marketing
M
Candidate mu
seas basic cc
knowledge B.
Drug Free Wm
Backgrc
Screening*
Opportunity Er
Fax
resume
(270)759-3005.

MEDIACOM IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

DISCLAIMER
When a:cc-ulna the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage
murrayledger coin
VCel will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default
Murray and local ph
listings will appear on
the websete
However, as s national
websee not all listings
on the pbnetwork Lien
are plased through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please sail
us if you have am
questions regarding
the Mun ay area
job listings Thank you
EXPERIENCED mea
cutter Apply at Murray
Sav-A-Lot, 805 S 12th
St
FuLL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work.
No selling
FulVPart-time
Work Monclay-Fnclay
$7 25-e16 per haur
Paid Weekly
762-9900

800-800.
ext.2

NAVY Reservi
part-time. No
exp
needed.
training & p
sign-on bonus
benefits. Retil
Call Mon-Fri
777-NAVY

Mediacom is seeking a warenouse Associate
in Benton. KY. Responsibilities will inciude
rriveraOryinci,
itinj
materials, supplies, tools. equipment and parts
in stockroom, warehouse and yard
Responsible for the issuance. check-in, reconciliation and integrity of custorner set-top terminals and equipment. Heavy lifting required.
Applicants rnust have a high school diploma or
equivalent. Minimum 2 years warehoutse expenence. Ability to show iudgment and iritiatNe
to accomplish duties without close supervision.
KnovAedge of OSHA and its implications in the
implementation of job responsibilities. Simple
record-keeping skies Ability to communicate
clearly Must be able to drive a box truck and
have a valid driver's license arid satisfactory
driving rec,ord. A drug test and background
check wifl be required of successful applicant.

Subscribe to the
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Murray Ledger & Thaes
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

CLEANING se'
office. remais
ments refereni
able 227-6535

HOLIDAYS
NEAR?
DO
NEED YOUR I
CLEANED?
270-293-5806

Reg of KY/TN
Other Mal
s.uwaac
Seherriptlaw
3 isa.-.--$7&50 3sas.--Snag
6 ms..--...$91&)
yr..---.$1111610 1 yr.-4145A

rent year ad valorem taxes
This 22nd day of October, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Terms: All 1

Child's go-cad
(yellow & bla00
stolen from
driveway on
Elm Street
on Thurs.
10/22/09.
$100 reward lot its retum or for Info
leading to its retum.
Caii (270)350-0265 • No eueseons asked.

applicants AFTER resumes are reviewed.

I

If you haven't picked up a picture that was used in a classified special section,
you may come by our office during our business hours and pick it up.
a
loss way. ba.by

THE Murray Ledoer &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be
reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees aept any
responsibility whatsoiznar fOr their activities.

thence, North 0 degrees 01' East 1700.96 feet to
the east line of the Wayne Flora property;

Don't Forget!
Ton Ire come

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to chock
the first Insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible tor only
one Incorrect Insertion. Any error
shouid be
reported immedistlely so corrections can
be made.

thence, North 1 degree 02' East - 412.12 feet along the east boundary of the
Tbmmy Smotherrnan property to an iron pin in a fence;
tree at a fence ntersection in

All these lot
The Murray
zation has t
goes to Hab

REWARD

Lae
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00391

which is rec

1
1
1
1
1
1
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MDM COMP1J
Service/Se
Repairs/Upg!
759 3551

1
1
1
I
1

ANT1OUES, Ci
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I
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BUYING old U.
collections
Blue Book yak
6999
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CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

SAT. NOV 14, 2009 10:00AM
Location: Calloway County Courthouse,
South side of Murray, KY
Will be selling 3 lots of unit I Panarama Shores- Lots #18,
#49, #52 as shown by plat of record in the office of the clerk
of Calloway County Court in Plat book 2 page 19.
Also lot #345 in unit I Anderson Shores subdivision as
shown by plat recorded in plat book #4 page 54 in the office
of the clerk of Calloway County Court

,INES

Tanglewood
Apartments
1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Two bedroom.. $4.44

Also lots #725 kuld 726 in unit 02 of the Pine Bluff Shores
subdivision as shown by plat of the sense which is of record
in book #2 at page #2 in the office of the clerk of Calloway
County Court.
Lot #578 in unit 2 of the Pine Bluff Shores subdivision as
shown by plat of the same which is of record in Plat book 02
at page K2.

1 ais

— kke. 5 tut
— flat 1 pa.
—

11 LA

— TIm. 1 pa

Also lots #859. #860 in unit 3 of Kentucky Lake development corporation subdivision as shown by plat of same
which is recorded in Calloway County plat book 3 page 35.
All these lots will be sold at Absolute Auction.
The Murray Calloway County Habitat for Humanity organization has these lots donated to sell. All funds & proceeds
goes to Habitat for Humanity.

• Free Cable • Washer/Dryer
Provided • All Electric w/ Central
Heat & Air • Range. Dishwasher.
Refrigerator & Garbage Disposal
Provided • Carpet & Ceramic Tile
• Patio/Deck
Call

Joy for details... 270-762-1044
TTY# 800-648-6056

410,1 , Some restrictions apply

11•11 10.16,4

Ire lo

Terms: All lots to be paid for day of auction, Nov 14.
yoi.

Dan Miller- Auctioneer (270)435-.11.14
Rebecca Landholt 270 75 -1492

Ws Otter.
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

SWAM
Dr for info

IMMEDIATE Opening
'for Marino
'Mechanics
Must be knowledgeable ir all aspects ot
manne applications.
Minimum of five years
hands-oe experience.
Certifications helpful,
but not required. Join
a winning team'
Great Salary &
Benefits! Jobs in
Western and Central
Kentucky. E-mail your
resume to
iwilsonamannasintl.c
om or mail to:
Burnside Marina. Attn:
L. Wilson, P.0 Box
577, Bumsnie, KY
42519.
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MEDICAL
Transcriptionist- hired
no% of our grads,
Leam from the pro's.
affordable pay as you
go. wwwinscribe.us.
(270)761-0133

'IMES

Attention CDL-A
Drivers, NAVAJO
EXPRESS
GET IT WHILE
ITS HOT
Now offering.
Top pay & Benefits,
Rider program,
Excellent
Equtpment, and
much more!
Call 800-800-1140
ezt.2

posibon
of

&
Experience
a record

pted at

NAVY Reserve serve
part-time. No military
e xp. needed. Paid
training & potential
sign-on bonus. Great
benefits. Retirement.
Call Mcn-Fn 1 -800777-NAVY

)111

see Associate
i will inciude
anti taiippiny
-tent and parts
rid yard
recon.
set-top terming required.
ool diploma or
rehouse expet and iritiative
4), supervision
lications in the
ilthes. Stevie
communicate
box truck and
satisfactory
background
sful applicant.

PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR
Kingdom Kids
Learning Center.
licensed preschool !fa
now receiving applica
Ikons for a Director
Training will begir
Apnl 1st 201C
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
Church.
For more information
call Director. Dorothy
K. Rogers
(270) 753-8698

rad until
at:
com

P ROPERTY
Management
Company is now hiring
a full time Leasing and
Marketing Manager.
Candidate must possess basic computer
knowledge Benefits•
Drug Free Workplace'
B ackground
Equai
Screening•
Opportunity Employer.
resumes
to
Fax
1270)759-3005.

PORTUNITY

01E'

IMES

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray.
WE buy & sell good
used furniture
(270)357-0400 2935782

Articles
For NM
42" cut Poulan Loom
Mower. 2yrs. oic $250.
10' step ladder $25
5'x10' hauling trailer
5350
978-1430
SHOP Smith Saw
Mark 5 it has a lathe
disc sander, drill press,
table saw all: in one.
Make items for gifts or
tor sale. Call
753-4862.
TOOLBOX, full-size
plck-up, side openings,
aluminum diamondcut. $150. 293-1592
rwo leg Italian Slate
pool table, leather
cover Included mint
conditon. $800 (not
cost
of
Including
removal and transfer)
270-293-4378

1270) 753-1713
Furresalep
2 Loveseats. great
condition. $1 75koth.
5100/each
(270)293-6266
MAIN 5., 11:11. 1.1
illE.0415111b/W,
401 NAPE 1 '
42 '01 Pio .

GUNS, scopes, sight
ns & repairs 270-345
2438 after 6pM

Firewood for sale $40
nck, delivered.
492.8266.
Firewood 293-2487

12 x 65 2BR 1 bath
nice house $4500
includes move and set
up 270-994-1 595

irall
CLEANING service to
office. rentals. apartments. reference available 227-6535

.133.90
—$121LN

HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR/ DO YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED,
270-293-5806

Other WI
morlgilams
—.375.06

isa

Consuert

M/C

MDM COMPUTERS
ServiceSaies
Repairs/Upgiades
759.3556

I

-merit to

Imre

171
118
•

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S. Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value 2936999

1BR. IBA APT w/d
$360
2I3R townhouse w/d
$4,55
Pleas" cell Hamlet
North Apartment*
753-7559

3F3R, 2F1. by lake.
$375 monthly
(270)753-2251
LARGE 3BR
753-8012

$295

1 OR 2br apts nee
downtown
Murrsy
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
4BR, CM/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 WhItnall Ave • 753-3853
11111.1

oil.,

1BR price roduc,ed,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898
2BR duplex in city
Excellent privacy. Just
redecorated
New
heating & air equipment. Wid hook-up,
Meng to furnish w/d.
refrigerator
Stove,
Included. No pets.
$465/rno.
270-787-1176
2438 dupiek,
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-P898
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
CM/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Eases Downs
Apartments
1505 Diusuld Dnve
Murray, KY 42071
One and neo
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8.6%
MD 1 -801-F4S-1833
Ext. 2113
Eqtasi Om•Xlvlity

A

LARGE
SELECTION
trap A-Pl.LIANKIES
WARD /IRONS

114.
9

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 28R.
1.5 beet garage, all
CM/A,
appliances,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed $675 mu
293-7404
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, arge bedroom
with all appliances
inducting washer &
dryer Can
(270)759-5885 Of
(270)293-7085
EXTRA large, extrs
nice 2BFI 2BA 1410
Hitwood
$595/mo
753-3018
apartment,
GREAT
close to MSU. quiet
neighborhood. 28R,
IBA, w/d included, no
pets $400/rno Deposit
& lease required.
293-5871.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for I & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility Impairment
accessible
Phone
492-872 1. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am. TOD No.
1-800-848-8056
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
Extremely nice one
bedroom Ifl Hazel. We
pay the eloctne bill,
water,
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer Onty
$550/rno
You wont find a nicer
or cleaner aPertTnartll
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, On
campus C./1-11A. W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished no
pots 759-4896
293-4600
NOW LEASING
2 & 3tiedroorn Apts
W• accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply st Mur-Cai Apts
902 Nortewood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-eoo-arse-eos6

Far 84ie

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newry
remodeled Large deck
with groat view wit),
refrigerator
stove
quiet AP utilities paid
including
eiectric
S600/mo pius depoett
270-492-82 11

LOCAL gourmet send
wich shoppe for sale o
lease
781
LAZY(5229)
Piease leave Mallsege

Cowes

ea Fix Awe
3 acre lot for rent with
motel* morns hookup
$200ernonth north of
mui ray on grant road
270-994-1595

NOW AVAILABLE:

—Ft11UL
—

ednesday, November IL 20(W • .1/1

hr kis

I

11 000 SO FT home
ir country 6BR 8BA
indoor pool gymnasium 126 tall ceiling)
5acres lake. lots of
outside decks, 5 acres
up to 90acres
559-2032
2007 Calumet Way
4BR, 3 5BA. sae ,f
online al
2007calumetway corn
767-0108
RIR hoZise wrupstairs,
vinyl
siding,
new
garage. 3-5 ac in SW
Call County $70.000
080 293-9934, 293E1156, 435-4264. or
imboyd •wit.net
38. 3BA, on 80 acme
Please call 293.3666.
38R. 2.58A. bnck.
acres Lynn Grove
area. 293-11581
DOUBLE wide remodeled, vinyl siding,
located on COMO, 01
Post Oak Hwy. 280.
Asking pnce 500.000
obo. 270-293-8517.
ENERGY saving new
home, 2,244 sq.ft.
under roof, 3BR, 28A,
(cath ceilings), 2 car
garage. concrete drive.
pabo & front porch, no
cay taxes, $8,000
rebate. first time buyers. 210-3781. 5592032

38R, 1BA, appliances
furnished, Ssgsrmo
97s-o742
38R, 28a, all epeeances, Caca pius
iawn sonaces
227-5173

COMMERCIAL build
ing for lease Free
standing building with
parking Great location
in Murray $500/per
month Call now
270-781-0133

HOUSE wrth garage
for rent in Hazel, KY.
must have references
S450 month + S450
securIty
(270)978-7441
SMALL 28R, 1 mile
from city limits Deposit
8 Lease No pets
S425
753-61 56
WATERFRONT For
Rant. 2BR, 2BA, cornpietely furnished More
into go to eIVAN hamlin.
lakeretreatky.com or
436-50141

CHIHUAHUA
pups
5150-200. Welsh Corgi
female pup $200
Papillon male pup
$1 50. 270-748-5575.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies S250-ea
Yorkle puppies,
femalea/$500.
mai•/$400. full.blood.
ed. vacinated
(2 70)24 7-5799
(270)7443-5909

AAF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7868

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6288
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
\ IF%
\WC

Yore Sale

ESTATE SALE
S351 ST RT 121N.
978-1926
TUE-SAT
9:00-7
SBS refrigerator.
w ove frill in box,
Duc.an Phyfe table.
freezer. 03 Pontiac
Sunfire, appliances
lots or antiques, tou
much io mention

RENTA
mpri-sq-oRAGE
72.s. 4TH STT.
enter ed :2,, (Aatadahl
110(10 525 10115 See
1278; 436-2524
(1701 29X0041
PREMIER
MINISTORACIE
*Inside ciirnate control
storage
i.Security alarmed
.Safe 8 clean
•We sell box 911'
•We rent u Hauls
753-9800
All Ono ads
sawed In our

paper arli posted

Murree Ledger & Thne• Ao
Hewing Ad Nori.•
All nral e•tate adverror,! he,in
n wilgert to die hal., 1,H
Houttang Act, whtt-h make, •,
illegal In advert. At, rmier•
. kmdation diu,onona
WWI haft! 011 rair
.1..4, ham:hear 14•11.i1.11•1.1
IK
ongin
Intel,
bon to make am .uch rmte,•
Initallors dtgcronirm
hoe
W. /00,1 thwrimination
n ilw .ale rental ,K rth.inik
real estate bard on lance" m
addition to !Nye protected
under federal law
Wr will knowing', noir
adsettNnit kw reel...tan whicl'i
• mit in violation ,4 the law All
renew, Are Forreh informed
ihai al: Jwelling..1‘..m.d
satiable or an equal ormolu
nlIN haws
For nether a...tame woh
loomng Adverh•ing rmioire
men/. contact %AA Coun•el
Rene P %lam .71111.141t
Yatc

08 our wsbalte
foe heel

Mom ••••••
.....wor
,

436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling Clean out
garages. gutters. lunk
& tree work
A-FDA-MS-Nome
Improvement
Additions.
Remodeling, Roofing,
ing, Laminate
Repairs.
VFlonoYirsSKI.
insured
227-281 7, 474-05843
Cdni
struction Remodeling.
additions. all home &
mobile home repairs,
metal, roots. decks.
much more LarryNimmo 227-0587, 7532353.

. 10t f11`4.

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & insured
Free esemate•
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

.•• •

••

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal,
stump grinding firewood Insured 489,83e

David's Home
improvement
• week's & •;),, mkt*.
iiencileiperssed
739-1151 • 293-2783
293-2761
11 tutilIam t.t,e1111,'
\1.1.4 1,1,• ,
1401 -1%1 RI 121P11.
71;1-SOS7

HOt
—irt Husband
Ail types of home
repairs No tob too
@Mall
270-6194166

Leaf
Vacuum
Service
Cuttutio• or carving
clew-

ML OW:44T tiZsOFI
iNsiALLArioN. repair
& maintenance on
doors & operatora
Residential & commis,cal Locally owned &
operated 293-2357
435-4049

BRUSH &
HAMMER
• Painting • Fix-it's

este Darnseec *um
MOW I Flooc )ostle
Romo011ing Piumbsno
WM Do Insurance Wont
.taa lasilleCiA140:44440

1

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

8irrwrion's Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Cali
Don, Murrey area
519-8670.
THE Murray Lodger 8
Times considers Its
sources reliable but
ineccurecies clo occur.
Readers using this
hfonnation do so at
risk.
own
their
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Ledger
&
Murrey
Times, nor any of ffs
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

I

y.,,11.0:

pressure washed
& steineo
(270) 436-2228

APPLIANCE REPAIFI
SERVICE Ai PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
2005 Harley Davidson
blue & gold. bonus
seat included mint
condition, $8,500
270-293-4378

AuloPons

,

im
',lading at S20
mounted.

Call 753-5606
UM,
/ Mass
95 Jeep Wrangler soft
op, excellent condi•
ion,
new
tires.
127.000 miles $8,500
obo. 227-8765.
873-7980

SOL cin
2005 Ford Escape
77 000 miles sunroof
CD changer, electric
start,
new
tines
$13.400 270-978-1973
1993 Buick Century,
white. blue interior,
automatic, ps, pb,
cruise, good tiros.
35.500-milos $4.000.
293-1502

2006 Dodge Grand
Caravan, 58k-rniies,
$7.500, DVD. AC
cruise, powerwin•
dows. roof-rack
(270)873-2077
1990 Ford Aerostar,
275k, needs work,
good engine. S5CC +
transfer 474-0129

•
I ANL
AWN
•
Moines, MAnixi
I andm aping A.
I cal VA4 IMUMIng,
S.1,104.barn guatarillred
7S3-1816 '227-0611
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118

CHADWICK Catering
Ready to WV,yOUr
celebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(270)492-8266

PREMIEF1ARC COM

(270)619-5313
*Certified *Portabie
*Aluminum •Stainloss

• Repairs • Decks

1•?/0010 1 /HI

\
\ 4,1
7 acres wrth 14x70
howl./ trailer & horse
barr. set up to board
horses (270)889-4653

Since lean
24 Nous seams
Rex . Corn , & Ind
Licensed & In%ufed
All fobs hig
enall

DFIYWALL repair &
painting Free esti
mates 270-8719016

GAILY PITMAN

7 week old male boxer
puppies, oniy 3 ieft.
Fewn & Vince. mix
$200 293-3488,
293-3467

AKC Shih-Tzus .est
chocked, first shots I
trials, 1 female 135°400. (270)851-3943
(270)906-1961

Hillitioctric

Ai IANCI
I lit t & I AWN
f„Alir
1.4101 t.to.,10iNAt
e
Itt..,trt•tt.
• icimp.littute.v.ti
•I

2 male poo-poms
(270)753-2251

AKC Great Dine S800
8 Chihuahua $350
Shots & wormed
270-210-8087

YOUR AD
COULD SC
MERE FOB
ONLY $7.5.00
A MONTH
CALL 751-1•16

ALL carpentry, all
remodeling and home
improvements.
20*
years experience .
References. free .1411.
mates. Call Rich 227'4078. Available IMMOdletely.

111upple•
284 Bedroom hooses
isase 8 deposit
reouired. 753-4109

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
efeemodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Deice
ebiomei Mobilo Homo
Repair
436 5517

'Pool Table Guy
20 Yews Excervinos
Pool Tsbes (Snort Sod,
Swincisd and Moved
731 819 4b5

CUSTOM BULLDOZING
kcancl.c1ser,no
•Ponot
*Lakes •WIIIIImellya
free Elltirnaltel
22 years asp
293-0371

Horoscope
HAPPY
for
BIRTHDAY
Thursday, Nov. 12, 2009:
This year. focus on your goals,
and you will succeed. If you feel
off center, simply look at your
priontres, and you
become
comfortable once more. If you
are single. a friendship could
evolve into a lot more. At times
you might regret this transformation. Do understand that this
change was inevitable. Many of
you will opt to move on and
focus on a new person. If you
are attached, thc two of. you benefit from weekends away together. Stoke the fires between you.
Play out thc old days of
romance. LIBRA makes an
excellent healer for you.
The Stars Show tbe Kind of
Ihiy You'll Have: 5-Dynamr,
4-Positive, 3-Averaac 2-So so
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your priorities swing midday Though you prefer to deal
with people. you might wonder
about that choice Perhaps a
computer would be easier'
TAURUS (April 20-Nlay 20)
***** Others cannot help but
support a good idea, and it just
might not be yours. Express a
willingness to loin in with others,
and make the right changes and
proceed accordingly
GEMINI(May 21-Juna 20)
**** Be sensitive to another
person's interests. How you deal
with someone might be quite
open. until you discover it could
be a distinct problem
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Keep communication
rolling, as you have a lot
ground to cover You might wonder where a problem Oegins and
ends Ask more questions
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Observe a tendency to

iATEST
County
Development
*Track hos dozer
backhoe work & septic
systems top soil &
gravel for sale We
build )JJ a Home to
Suite your Needs
270-210.3781
270-559-2032
+.511 'A
NIIII NY'
I ftW1,1•:( A1.1

/.11)....11•14.11 1

Y-E AR R Y7S
.
Service. Free estimates Phone
438-2562. 227-0267

by Jamison',altar
go overboard arra perhaps
cause yourself some trouble.
especially financially Weigh a
risk with care. understanding
your limits and what is going on
VIRGO (Aug. 23-8apt. 22)
**** use the a m. to the mar.
and you achieve a iot more
than you thought possible By
the afternoon, another issue
comes forward that needs to be
dealt with
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Save key matters for the
afternoon. when yOu have
enOugh energy to complete
nearly any task and enough
chansrna to convince someone
that the Earth is flat'
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Schedule meetings for the
morning. and more reclusive
and/or reflective work for the
p m Your spirit soars in the e m
yet some time for yourself seems
extremely important
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You need to take a stand
in important meetings or situations Investigate new ideas later
in the day wtth like-minded peo
pie A brainstorming situation has
its own rewards Listen to a pal
Tonight Where the action Is
CAPFOCORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Attempts to get more
information easily COuld backfire
Your idea of what you need could
change radically Stay on top of
your vision. and understand that
others don't have your insight
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. la)
***** How you deal with
someone could change radically
as a result of today You find a
person at a distance negative
and/or difficult Your questions hit
the mark
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Defer to others with the
full knowledge re what needs to
happen
you want to change
gears, you need to work with a
key partner You ask yOursell
exactly what is going on here

• Viedwada
—

COMI6/ FEATURES
Husband demands more than
worn-out wife can provide

11, 2009

Looking Bad
Tea years ow
Published ts a primary of Sen
Bob Jiwkson moduli to
kindergarten students at East Elementary School during the Internet
conference
Caleb Reinhardt will receive
his Eagle Scout Award at a meeting at the Murray State lluversity Corns Center He lh & member of Troop 45 and is the son
of Mark and Alice Retnhardi
The postoffices and county and
government offices are closed
uxiay in observance of Veterans
Day holiday
Births reported incude a boy
to Ray and Tracy Nadir, Sept
20, and a girl u) Erica and Wege
engler. Oct 22
-INveoty years ago
Chnstmas Open House will be
held by the local merchants on
Nov. 12
Elected
new officers of Murray Star ('hapter 413 Order of
the Eastern Star include Dorothy
Bazzell, worthy matron. Hiudin
Alderdice. worthy patron. Dolly.
Clark. associate matron. Roy Clark.
associate patron, Twilit Coleman,
secretary, Pill11081 Evauis, treasurer, Betty Dodd, conductress, Brenda Newberry, associate conductress
Births reported include a boy
to Randall and LaDonna Pace. Nov.
2. a boy to Marsha and Darryl
Morton. Nov 7. a girl to Connie and Mark /Urns. Nov 8; a
girl to Tracey. and Ronald Allison, a boy to Ruth and Wslliam
Whitehead and a girl to Veronica and Matt Sheldon, Nov. 9.
Thirty years ago
(.'alloway
County
Health
Department will have a Pap Smear
Clinic on Nos. 12.
Published is a picture of Judge
Nantau as Yente as rrtatchmaker
and Theresa Burkes as the Mother Cialds.discusining plans for Tervey's oldest (laughter to an aging
butler for the pfaxluction of "Fiddler on the soor by. the Murray -C'alloway County Community.

Theatre
Births reported inslude
girl
to Donnie and Paty Winfied. Oct
7
Forty years ago
Murray High School was one
of five schools selected througout
the state of Kentukcy for a pilot
program in Consumer Educauon
The class of 20 students is under
the direction of Mrs A B. Crass
Pfc John D Cooper. son of
Mrs Alma Cooper, is now serving with the !tamed Forces in
West Ciermany
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Mansfield Fanner.
Nov. 5, a buy to Mr and Mrs
Danny Baker, Nov. 6; • girl to
Mr and Mrs. Terry Odom, Nov
6, a girl to Mr and Mrs Gene
York, Nov 7
Fifty years ago
The Murray Lions Club
observed its 20th anniversary with
a ladies night at thc Murray.
Wortuut's Club house The speaker was Distnct Governor of Lions
District 43K Richard Ragland. The
club was organized Nov 14, 1939.
In high school basketball
games, Cuba Cubs won 52-51
over New Concord Redbirds; Kirksey F-itgles won 67-57 over Lowes
Blue Devils, Almo Warriors won
77-39 over Hazel Lions, and Lyon
County won 71-41 over Lynn
Grove Wildcats
Births reported include a girl
to Joe and Wanda Dick. Sept. 9.
Sixty years ago
The market for air cured tobacco will reopen this year at the
local tobacco floors in Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Herndon. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Columbus
Brewer, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Manne. a girl to Mr and
Mrs.Callie Johnson. a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. WtIliam Etherton, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Barber Carroll
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
S Morse.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 38year-old business woman. I
was single for many years until
I met and tell in love with
"Rory," who had been a longtime client. We were married
a year ago.
Rory and
I love each
but
other.
we have a
problem -or. should I
say, I have
one. Rory
has a penile
implant and
an insatiable
Dear Abby sex dnve. I
can't keep
By Abigail
up with him.
Van Buren
He demands
every
sex
night and sometimes a couple
of times dunng the week at
lunchtime.
I don't know what to do
because above all I don't want
to hurt my husband's feelings.
Have you any advice for me?
-- TOO MUCH OF A GOOD
THING
DEAR TOO MUCH: Yes,
you and your husband appear
to have a communication problem. and the solution is to
schedule some sessions with
a marriage counselor. You are
not the "one" with the problem. When a couple suffers
from sexual problems, it's a
problem shared by both parties.
I don't know how long Rory
had erectile difficulties before
he got his implant, but it appears
he's using the device as a toy
and doesn't understand the
enjoyment must be mutual.
And if it isn't mutual, you
have the right to "just say no."

Today in illstorg
By The Assodated Press
board that Pearl Harbor in the
Today is Wednesday', Nov. I 1. Hawaiian Islands be made the
the 3I5th day of 2009. There are principal U.S. naval station in the
50 days left in the year. This is Pacific.
Veterans Day in the U.S.. RememIn 1921, the remains of an
brance Day in Canada.
unidentified American service
Today's Highlight in History.
member were Interred in the Tomb
On Nov 11. 1918, fighting in of the Urduinwn Soldier at ArlingWorld War I came to an end with ton National Cemetery In a certhe sigmng of an armistice between emony presided over by President
the Allies and Germany..
Warren G. Harding.
On this date.
In 1929, the Ambassador Bridge
In 1620. 41 PtIgnms aboard spanning the Detroit River between
the Mayflower. tuichored off Mass- fvfichigan and Windsor. Ontario,
achusetts. signed a compact call- was dedicated.
ing for a "body politick
In 1966, Gemini 12 blasted off
In 1831, forrner slave Nat Turn- from Cape Kennedy. Fla., with
er. who'd led a violent tnsurrec- astronauts James A Lovell and
lion. was exetuted in Jerusalem. Edwin "Buzz" Aldnn Jr. aboard
Va.
In 1968. the Republic of MalIn 1889, Washington became the dives was declared.
In 1983, President Ronald Rea42nd state.
In 1909, President William gan became the first U.S. chief
Howard Taff accepted the recom- executive to address the Diet.
mendation rif a mint Army-Navy Japan's national lezislature.

In 1984. Rev. Martin Luther
King Sr. -- father of slain civil
rights leader Martin Luther King
Jr.
died in Atlanta at age 84.
Ten years ago: A car bomb
npped through a Bogota. Colombia, commercial district, killing
eight people, but President Andres
Pastrana defiantly signed extradition orders for three suspected
drug traffickers. Sixty-seven people were killed when an apartment building collapsed in Foggia, Italy, an investigation blamed
the collapse on cheap materials
and slipshod construction Argentine joumalist Jacob° Timerrnan
died in Buenos Aires at age 76.
Five years ago: Palestinians at
home and abroad wept. waved
flags and burned tires in an eruption of grief at news of the death
of Yasser Arafat in Paris at age
75.
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Post-concussion syndrome
must heal on its own
DEAR DR. GOTT': My 57yein-old husband was assaulted
in May and suffered a concussion The back of his head hit
the pasement hard, and he was
punched a number of times in
the forehead He is still experiencing dizziness Hike the
room is spinning)
anti
blurry vision
d(x:tor
The
told him that
he has postconcussion
syndrome and
says it may go
away. in a few
Dr. Gott months or it
nurke take a
By
year or more.
Dr. Peter GOtt He said there
is a small
chance that it will never go away_
My husband is extremely distressed by this condition. so we
both would appreciate any information you can give. Is there anything that can be done to hasten
his healing process? Is there anything that will make it worse that
he should avoid?
DEAR READER: Post-concussion syndrome (PCS) ts a complex condition characterized by
symptoms that last for several
weeks or months following the
initial injury.
A concussion is a brain injury.
usually caused by hitting the head.
Many are associated with loss of
consciousness and amnesia. Other
symptoms include confusion,
headache, dizziness. irritability,
loss of concentration, tinaitus,
insomnia. faugue, sensitivity to
light and noise, depression, slurred
speech and nausea or vomiting.
Some people may not experience
symptoms for several hours or
even days following the injury.

DEAR ABBY: My son is
being married soon. It will be
his first marriage and his
fiancee's second.
Would it be proper to have
a wedding shower for our side
of the family'? My daughter
would host it. Also, do we invite
the bnde's mother even if it's
a party for our side of the
family'? -- MOTHER-IN-LAWTO-BE IN MICHIGAN
DEAR
MOTHER-1NLAW-TO-BE: A bndal shower for your future daughterin-law inviting your side of
the family would be a warm,
welcoming gesture. However,
it should not be hosted by an
immediate family member of
the bnde-to-be or her fiance - which eliminates your daughter. The reason for the restriction preventing close relatives
from hosting the event is anyone who attends a shower is
obligated to bnng a gift. Therefore, a party sponsored by a
near relative is a virtual demand
for gifts by someone too close
to the couple for it to be in
good taste.
As to whether or not to
include the bnde's mother,
although bndesmaids and mothers of the engaged couple are
usually included, it isn't carved
in stone that they must be.
Example: If the party is given
by the couple's contemporaries
for members of their generation, the mothers would not SSCessarily be included. In this
case. however, inviting the
bride's mother so she can
become acquainted with your
side of the family would be
a thoughtful gesture.
•••

Symptoms generally develop within seven to 10 days following the
triUMA and resolve within three
months
PCS is diagnosed when the
patient continues to expenence
some symptoms longer than normal and other causes have been
ruled out According to www may.
ochnic.com, between 30 percent
and 80 percent of people with
mild iv moderate brain injury will
expenence at least some of the
symptoms of PC'S. Up to 15 percent will have symptoms that last
a year or longer
There is no specific treatment
Even with knowing the cause,
your husband's complaints of dizziness and blurry. vision can be difficult to treat He may. benefit
from trying an antivertigo/antinRUSed medication such as buchzine,
cyclinne or meclinne. The blurred
vision is more difficult. If it is
truly: part of his PCS, it should
resolve over time, however, a visit
to an ophthalmologist for evaluation rnay be in order to rule out
other causes that may be corrected ea.sily with glasses or contacts.
As for things that can worsen
the condition, the most obvious
is further head trauma_ Your husband needs to be especially vigilant to avoid hitting his head again,
causing another concussion or
worsened symptoms If there are
cenam tnggers that aggravate his
dizziness, he should avoid those
situations. Certain medications may
also carry side effects that could
compound the pmblem
Unfortunately, to the best of
my knowledge. there is nodung
that can resolve the problem other
than time Based on your letter,
your husband most likely sustained a major concussion, and
nothing can speed the healing
process. In the meantime, he should
follow his physician's advice.

South dealer.
return would aid South's cause.
Neither side vulnerable.
But West overtook the jack of
clubs with the queen and shifted to
NORTH
•A 4 2
thc nine of diamonds. Declarer tried
11Q J 7 6
the queen, but it lost to the king. East
•A Q 5
renimed a diamond, and South even•A K 3
tually lost another diamond for down
EAST
WEST
one
•8 6
•7 3
The final result can be blamed
VA K 4 3
if 10 9 5 2
entirely on South's failure to appreci•9 8 6
•K .1 10 4
ate his hcart spots. Ten tricks are his
85
•Q 9 7 2
for the taking if he wins East's trump
return in dummy at trick two and
SOUTH
•KQJ 1095
leads the queen of hearts, forcing
VX
East to cover with the ace, ruffed by
•7 3 2
South.
410 6 4
Declarer then draws trumps,
The bidding:
crosses to dummy with a club and
South West
North East
leads thc sesen of hearts. After Last
2*
Pass
4*
All Pass
Inflows, South discards a club or a
Opening lead
ten of hearts.
diamond.
Spot cards can play a key role in
West wins the seven of hearts
the outcome of many deals. The with the nine, but declarer now has
declarer who fails to gis:e full weight
10 tncks: six spades, the ace of diato their value can easily bungle a monds, the A-K of clubs and thc six
makable contract.
of hearts, which has become the high
Consider this deal where West led heart.
thc ten of hearts against four spades.
All declarer need do is notice that
Dummy's jack was taken by East's after the 10-1-K-8 of hearts arc
king. anti East exited with a trump.
played to the first trick, a heart trick
Declarer drew trumps in two can esentually be developed. since
rounds and then played the A-K and the Q-7-6 are left in dummy while
another club. Ile hoix-d Last would only the ace and nine remain in the
be forced to win, in which case any opponents' hands.
Tomorrow: Voyage of discovery'.

DEAR UNDERWEARY:
Just this: If seeing "Grandpop" in his underwear bothers
you, call before you take your
daughter over for a visit to
ask if he's "decent." He's right
about being able to do and
wear what he pleases in his
own home. But there's no law
that says you must be subjected to it if it makes you
uncomfortable.
*MD
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37 Fnnge —
38 Customer
40 Still
41 Genuine
44 Cigar residue
46 Rara —
47 Spare parts

1 Tiny bit
4 Narrow fissure
8 Liquefy
12 Nest-egg letters
13 Tennis ace
Lendl
14 Major work
15 Locate
17 Weather info
18 Sault — Marie
19 Off-road vehicles
20 Geishas apparel
23 Places to store
grain
26 Seaside town
27 Coffee holder
28 C,orp execs
31 Rope-a-dope
boxer
32 Uses boastful
language
34 Electric fish
35 Brown of
renown
36 C eaning cloth
=II
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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55 Flair
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57 Mind reading
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DOWN
1 Guacamole
2 -Exodus" character
3 Outlaw
4 Kind of squad
5 Leafy vines
6 Engine part
7 Tunnel Nester
8 Dust particles
9 Fencing sword
m5

im 7
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Piece of sugar
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Library sound
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Tree trunk
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Contract Bridge

DEAR ABBY: My 16month-old daughter loves visiting her grandmom and grandpop. But there's a hitch -Grandpop often meets us at
the door dressed only in a Tshirt and bnefs. I have heard
my mother tell him more than
once, "Come on. Grandpa, put
your pants on!"
I have tried cajoling him
to be more modest. He seems
to think since it's his home,
he can do and wear what he
pleases. Any
advice? -UNDERWEARY IN NEW
JERSEY

f
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22 Orchid-like
flower
24 Reflection
25 Haul along
28 'Alice'
waitress
29 Do KP work
30 Bang
32 Drier than sec
33 Light beam
37 Stiff and sore
38 Prairie roamer
39 Scope
41 Result of
clamming
42 Malicious
43 — monster
45 Distort,
as data
47 Roast beef au
48 Home page
addr
49 Eroded
50 Campers. tor
short
51 Drop bait on
water
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The 300 Club
GERRY BROOME AP
North Carolina coach Roy Williams
yells during the second half of North
Carolina's game against Florida
International in Chapel HIII, N.C.,
Monday night. North Carolina won 8872.
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TOMMY DILLARD Ledger Times
Murray sentor tackle Lonnie Martin picks up a block In a game against Reidland earlier this season. At 330 pounds, Martin Is one
of the Tigers' pair of 300-pound Zackles — the driving force behind their wishbone offense.

MARTIN, OLIVE PROVIDE FOUNDATION FOR TIGERS' OFFENSIVE SUCCESS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Steve Duncan remembers when Lonnie
Martin and Roben
Olive could barely
run.
Now,
Murray's
pair of 300-pound
linemen are the foundation for an offense that is averaging more than 42 points per game
this season.
When Duncan first met with his
new team after accepting the head
coaching job nearly two years ago,
he immediately took note of Martin
and ()live. if only because their size
made them the most noticeable in
the room.
Visions of the two big men being
lead blockers in Duncan's new wishbone offense danced in the coach's
head.
But size isn't everything. even on
the offensive line. Plenty of
NIurray's opponents this season
have matched up well with the
Tigers in terms of weight and body
mass.
None have heen able to match the
combination of size and mobility
• . Olive and Martin bring to the table.
Back when the Tigers' 11-0 season was a distant dream. Duncan
knev. his hig guys would have to
become athletes if his squad was
going to reach its potential.
"I took note of them right away
just because of their size and
strength.- recalls Duncan. whose

Class a Playoffs
Hancock County at Murray
When 7 JO p m Frclay
Where: Ty Holland Stscaum
TV. NIES Ch 15 WiCR,ch
Radio: WFGE 103 7 FM
Records: 1-IC 7-4 12• 1 2-2A). Mur 11-0 0 1.2A)
Last Meeting: Murray clef Hancock Co 28
18 in Murray (first round of 2008 Class 2A
playoffs)

TOMORROW
THE 'REAL' PLAYOFFS BEGIN
f RIDAN AS A
DANGEROUS HANCOCK COUNTY
CLUB BRINGS ITS WING-T
RUSHING ATTACK INTO TY
HOLLAND. CAN THE TIGERS
CONTINUE TO ROLL?
team puts its perfect season on the
line against Hancock County (7-4.
2-1 in 2-2A) Friday.
"But they couldn't hardly run.
The thing about them now is their
legs are strong enough to support
their bodies and they've gotten
TOMMY DILLARD Ledge! & Times
quick. especially Robert."
Robert Olive picks up the block on a Fulton City defender as
Perhaps no coach was better Brandon Wicks explodes through
the hole In a game earlier this
equipped to head Martin and Olive's
season. Steve Duncan believes Olive, a junior. can become an
transformation than Duncan. A longtime assistant before coming to SEC-caliber player.
Murray for his first head coaching
"He didn't want us to dnnk sodas and being more explosive."
iob, he spent a large chunk of that or eat any junk food." said Olive,
It was pretty much all they talked
time working as a line coach.
who gained more than 30 pounds of about. according to Duncan. If the
His oldest son. Zipp. is a starter muscle between his sophomore and pair could build leg strength and
on the offensive line for Rich junior seasons.
convert fat to muscle. hc Wit% confiBrooks at Kentucky.
"We did a lot of ninning and dent they could be potential college
He put the pair on a stnct diet lunges to strengthen our legs so we players.
regimen and shifted their weightlift- could come off the ball faster. We
"We did some legwork that 4 10(
ing focus to strengthening their legs. talked a lot about coming off the hall
•See 300. 2C

101IN IMARSHALL
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — 'The season
has just started and already' a new rule
designed to clanfy some of the foul calls has
some coaches concerned.
The rule. approved by the NCAA in June.
requires secondary defenders to establish
position outside of ttse area directly below thc
rim to draw a charging
Essentially. if a
player is standing in an imaginary circle
beneath the nm and makes contact with a
shooter. it's an automatic blcx:king foul — no
matter if the player has position or not.
North Carolina coach Roy Williams likes
the idea and hopes it will curb some of the
violent collisions under the basket that can
lead to injuries. He said his concern is there's
nothing to define the area beneath the nm.
forcing officials to make judgment calls on
where the player was standing.
"The decision to make the imaginary' circle underneath the nm. I think that was not
the best decision," Williams said Tuesday
during a conference call with NC'AA officials. "I think our officials are really going to
have a difficult time with that. I would have
been in favor of putting down a dotted line, if
that's what we're going to do."
The rule was put in to stop players from
sliding under sh(xxers as they came down
after taking a shot,'The NBA instituted a similar rule a few years aga., putting a dotted line
on the flcxx to clearly define whether A
defender was under the basket.
The NCAA won't have that, leaving it up
to the officials to determine if the defender
was in the 18-by-24-inch area while still trying to keep track of everything else that's
going on.
"Playing underneath the basket just to
draw a foul as a guy's coniing down is not a
good play and I understand the reason for it.
but I'd like to give the officials a link help
and put the dotted line in there like the
NBA." said Williams, whose team opened
defense of last year's national champion.vhip
Monday night with a 88-72 win over Florida
International.
Several other new rules or poiMs of
emphasis were put into place to take away
some of the rough play that's become common in college basketball.
Officials will pay closer attention to 3second calls to eliminate some of the
wrestling matches underneath the basket. and
have been instructed to call fouls if a player',
balance. rhythm, speed or quickness 1,
impeded. not just if it provides an advantage
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Tiger's aura strong, at least outside the ropes
FANS FLOCK TO SEE

WORLD'S

No. 1

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Goll Wnter
MELBOURNE. Australia (AP) —
Tiger Woods made news simply by
walking off his pnvate jet.
A large photo of Woods, dressed in
black shorts and a red Stanford cap. was
splashed across the front of The
Melbourne Age on Tuesday morning.
Iniagnic hat it v. as like when he actu-

ally put a golf club in his hand. Even
Woods was alamsed to see an estimated
7,000 fans covering every. inch of space
available at Kingston Heath to see his
first appearance Down Under in I I
yeaxs.
Not long after he played nine holes
with Craig Parry. the COUTNC was virtually empty.
"Nothing more to see for the day."
one fan said as he headed for the exit.
Combine that with a week in camerahappy China. where caddie Steve
Williams set the golf bag down to use
1

the restroom. and it was surrounded
within seconds by some 50 fans. Just
more evidence that Woods' aura is larger than ever.
At least outside the ropes.
His mystique on the golf course has
been a different story over the last three
months.
It's always best to look at thc big picture with Wood.s. and that continues to
illustrate his dominance in the game.
Eight months after reconstructive knee
surgery, unsure how his left leg would
respond to practice and play, Woods

won six times on the PGA Tour and finished out of the top 10 only. three times
in 18 tournaments. Even without winning a major, he considers 2009 a %LWCCM+.

The latest snapshot. however. is worthy of attention.
Woods. the best closer in golf, had
gone five years without losing a PGA
Tour event when he was atop the leaderboard through 36 holes. He has lost his
last two tournaments from that pot
both times watching Phil Mickelson
pose with the trophy.

The last titur time. Vv..ods
in the final group, he has won only one
time — thc BMW Championship outside Chicago. where he went into the
final round with a seven-shot lead
The latest mishap Akd.. the IISBC
Champions. and while ifs no sham.: t,.
spot Mickelson a two-shot lead and tail
to win. it was the mariner in vshivli
Woods so quickly became an alsoian
With a chance to cut the lead to"tic
shot on the second hole. he missed a 4
foot birdie With Mickelson %aids oti
•See WOODS, 2C
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The Murray Ilttle league sixth-grads football team finished the season with
ens loss and tied with two other teams tor a championship They defeated
Heath 21-0, Maoism County (III) 2-0, Mayfield 28-0, Reldiand 28-0 and 16-0
and Lone Oak 37-0 Their only loss cams 12-0 against Dollard County. Players included Austin WIlson, Ire Hornbuckle, Dee Miles. Jake Santiago, Ethan
Clark, Chase Nelson, Jimmy Cesium, Kevin Wenn, Bryant Foster, Aaron
Rogers, Chase Irwin, C.J. Dickerson, Daniel Harper, Ethan Graham, Cameron
Pittman, Cole Riley, Nate Wray and Alec Corum. Donnie Winchester was the
head coach
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:13r Steve Lacewell alihrtociale
professor ol finance al MU!!dy
LIIIIVelhIly, ha* developed
4 FREE program tor firsh isc huoi
and university students
The name of the progiam
(OUR% IrOM itIC ideology that
with empowerment come*
responsibility, Anil, conversely.
with responsibility comes
cmpow011110111 1/101W Iwo con
cells cannot he viewed ah MUM
ally exclusive, especially in the
financial area Thus, in today's
increasingly complicated linen
cud world it Up to individuals
to take control ol thcii 'wive
Lacewell, director ol the MSt
Center for Ranking and l'Illallee
And el former banker and hank
regulator,
onduc is
classes/workshops in I REF.
(Financial
Responsibility
Panpowers Everyone) to help
puns students WW1 11141140
their financial activities and to
lake a proactive role
their
lotamial future, however, the
program 111 41101 Open
adUll
learners through clubs and civic
organitations
"Too many times young mutt:01s don't know about the pitfalls of finances and find themselves in heavy debt before their
irst Joh," said Lai:oven
"Ittilonunately, financial illiteracy is paroled down from one
generation I() the next with clis
-The average credit card debt
of years ago Wah III
el‘ehh of $9,000 Many people
paid
the stated III11111111l1111
kites around 21 percent and
made little headway into paying
,frt
principal II they (Arnim

• ‘OL11/10

ur paying only

the 11111111110111
payment, II Will lake them well
dver III yew.
, low pi, on this debt

assuming they never charge
another purchase to this card"
The FREE program, which
tall he cusioniiied iii specific
groups and Iasi anywhere
between tli minutes to a LoollpIC
oil 110U1h, dew robe+ the basic. ol
borrowing, how to bandit. purchases duct how to begin the
investing 'notch,
.
AddlIllillal
hc lal•
to meet the nerds 01 specilic groups FREE is conducted
in coniunction with materials
provided by the FDIC's Money
Smart Program these include
personal finance CDs and podcasts, which all be downloaded
free ol charge with no copyright
restrictions This information 114
SIN° available in several foreign
languages.
"In the past, Kentucky has
considered 4 11,141Ulted CliMhe III
11114111.1A management tor all
public. university students but it
did Ilia pilhh," hald Lacewell "I
hope Mai it comes up 144111 for
consideration in the next legislatuie It would immediately help
young people und long term
would he a hnencial benefit to
the Male because of the lower
cost of assistance programs and
increased revenue nom a larger
tax base"
For more inlormatton or to
request 4 program, contact
Lacewell
at
sieve lacewell murtaystate cc!

2009 GMC
Yukon XL

ak

• Sunroof

• Navigation System
• Rearview Carnera
• 20" Chrome Clad
Wheels
Stit 0619242

MSU priolo provided

HONORED: Dr Charles Johnson '56 and Mrs Marlene Rann
Johnson '57 were recently honored at Murray State University
for their generosity to the MSU depadment of music The
Johnsons donated an organ tor use in Lovett Auditorium on
campus. Earlier the couple presented MSU with the carillon
bells that ring throughout the campus. Charles holds a B S in
social studies and Marlene has aBME in music They are
both retired from education Caretil9 and reside in Carrier Mills,

MSU's 2009 Holiday
Art Auction to be held
Looking for a 111114114: one-old-kind gilt for others or yourself" Find MOW 21819
Art Auction 41 Murray Stale
University on Friday, Nov 21).
The auction is sponsored hy
MSU's department of do And
design
The choices ale wide. including prints, hallohllade hooks,
paintings, drawings, woodwork
mg pieces. Cerelllle% rIlld
Jewelry. The items are donated
hy hiculty, students, alumni and
4111110CA 4111h1h.

The event includes both live
and a silent auction with previews beginning al p.tn. in the

Upper Gallery located oil the
seventh door 01 the Doyle fine
Arts Building I he silent auction runs thtoughout the live
auction and shortly twyomi Thr
live auction brains at 7 II) p.m
in the MAIII Gallery on Me sixth
door ot the Doyle Fine Arts
Building
Funds raised from the auctions
will henelo the department's
student scholarship lurid, student travel and the visiting amid
program. Everyone is invited to
attend to watch and place bids.
For firdher information, call
the depanitient of an and design
al 070)1109-37144.

• 5 3L V-8 Engine
• Locking Rear Difterenti&
•8 Speed Automatic
Transmission
• HD trailering Equipment
Slit 01.1191191

40p;

Rural Development office
offers home loan advice
USDA
11041140130d 11Wollle lunit
Rural
• I he
elopment ()nice Mayfield lor a handy of lour ranges nom
it hiking the opportunity to tell $3.1,aSo to $43,011 in the couni;cople in towns and rural cont. ties of Ballard, Calloway,
Fulton. (haves.
[gunnies how easy it is to own a Carlisle,
Livingston,
ilickman,
how.
McCracken,
Marshall,
With no money down, borrow
Caldwell, Lyon, Trigg and
et. ‘1411 purchase A 110W ill existiug home. Rural Development's (.1-menden
Other lectors could aftect the
i4iect housing loan program
reatures low interest rates, 33- income limit so a call to the
Rural
USDA
s4ai loan term and flexible cred- Mayfield
it guidelines Payment assis- Development (ACC Call help
tance is also 4V ridable
quali- people determine if they qualify.
Pm additional information
(tins borrowers.
:Rural Development direct about the housing program, conRural
IlSDA
leoms can he made ic: people tact
the
who meet the income criteria Development office in Maylield
milt guidelines. The Inas- at 1270) 247-9525, est 4

dp 2009 GMC Sierra
2WD Crew Cab SLE

200-§ Buick
Lacrosse "CXL"
• 28 MPG Hwy
it kV Parking Assist
•Ppwer Passenger
Teta
• Leather Seating
Sal 0001133

Amm1s, hiblov Ihimv.tit 4.1140
weelkt
liatt 1‘4114141

1410NA, lo.rmq mi.

MOM 140tillt MON.4111. 10 AM-4 PM
11.1

SAL 10 AlA•J PM

U11011111114 .11 I 1/111,1, I

•

Murray-Calloway County Animal %heifer
at (270) 759-4141

People You Know.
A Name You
Can Trust.
lied Howe, Fiick Melton arid the Howe Si Melt( iii 1Palli have been
providing professional accounting services since I9S4 I he Morray
based prac tit e started es new chapter on November I, )009 when it
merged with Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs

•2 LT
• Power Sunroof
• Suede Leather
• 33 MPG Hwy

ATA
r(100211

ALEXANDER
THOMPSON
ARNOLD
Ortiftsd Public Accountants

lop

"This is an excellent
opportunity for OLlf hrnt," said Med
Howe "One of the reasons we
decided to Join tl)e Alexander
Thompson Arnold train is its local

2009
Chevy Aveo
• 34 MPG Hwy

fcx tis ATA has the resources of a
large tom, whic It can be a great
advantage for our clients, Anti
they focus on providing
personalized customer SPIVItts
Our r hents will see many positive

• Power Windows &
Locks
• Keyless Entry

things from this nietger and will
continue to work with the same
employees they know and trust '
At Alexander Thompson Arnold CPAs, your success is our mission,

ATAI2ftrUti

301 Maple Street, Murray, Ky.
270.753.2424
www.atacpa.net

y
Kentucky: Fulton &
Tennessee: Dyersburg,
Henderson, Jackson, Martin,
McKenzie, Milan, Paris, Trenton
& UnlOn City
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THIS wir- K ONI Y 1 Buy Furniture g Get
Free HDTV' Why go anywhere else.
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American Furniture
Big Pad Over
Chaise Padded
Microfiber
Rocker
Rediner
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Rocker Recliner
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Lane Leather Dual Reclining Sofa $1262
Dual Reclining Loveseat 81225
Rocker Recliner $750
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minimum purchase for nca payment* no interest until 2010 with approved credit — Excludes Value Pricod Items. Closeouts, Special
Salo !tarns & Room Solutions. Dorn Not Apply To pyympos
saes. Urnitrid Quantities on Closeout items Not all itarris at all stores- Items similar as shown intareast occurn Mao
—Jak.

